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Magaetic Resonance (MR) techniques provide valuable information for the diagnosis, 
monitoring, treatment, and study of many diseams. However, limitations on the sensifivity and specificity 
wsxrant the development of new imaging techniques. Quadrupole Dip Imaging (QDD is a novel MR 
technique based on the magnitude of tbe quadrupole dip in the Tt dispersion profile of substances 
containing rotationally immobilized proteins. The implementation of QDI requires field-cycled (FC) 
relaxometry. Prepolarized MRI (PMRD could potentially provide a low-cost way to conduct PC 
experiments and thus implement QDL I have conducted a literature review and analysis to predict tbe 
value of using QDI to study Multiple Sclerosis (MS), to determine the feasibility of implementing QDI 
with PMRI, and to identify obstacles to successful penetratiou of the technology to tbe dinical 
environment. QDI could potentially be used to non-invasively create protein density maps ia vive, which 
could provide clinicaBy valuable information oa the histopathologzcal substrate of MS that is not available 
through present imaging techniques. It appears that this information will be most valuable for studies of 
the development and nature of the diseases instead of for diagnosis and disease monitoring. Factors that 
will affect the development aad dissemination of QDI with PMRI include the development of PMRI Tx- 
measuxing pulse sequences that are robust to inhomogeneity and field ramping, the inherently small sigaal 
and dynamic range of QDI, aad MR hardware acquisitioa trends towards high-field devices, QDI with 
PMRI will probably maintain or exceed conventional MRI safety, patient tolerance, snd cost. I have also 
conducted experiments that demonstrate that PMRI can, in fact, be used to create dispersion profiles. 
Using the home-made PMRI scanner at the Magnetic Resonance Systems Laboratory at Texas AdtM I 
have verified the linearity of SNR with increasing prepolarizing field strength and demonstrated 
qualitatively the feasibility of Tx measurement at difibrent field strengths for CuSOs (aq) aad Bovine 
Serum Albumin/gluteraldehyde phantoms. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The focus of this research is to develop medical imaging techniques that are more speci6c and 
less expensive thea current techniques. In recent years Magnetic Resonance Imaghtg (MRI) has become a 
powerful imaging tool for diagnosis, treanamt monitoring, and research in various pathologies. Its 
excellent so6-tissue contrast, safety, and 3D imaging capalities make it an invaluable medical tool. 
However, its high cost, insensitivity, snd lack of speci6city in certain conditions lead us to seek 
improvements in the technology and methodology. Prepolarized MRI (PMRI) is a novel imaging 
tedmique that is significantly less expensive than current MRI hardware and facilitates the measurement 
of dispersion pro6les. With these capabiTities it should be possible to measure quadrupole dips and 
potentially implement a new form of imaging-Quadrupole Dip Imaging (QDI)-whose contrast is based on 
the magnitude of the quadrupole dip in a rotagonally immobilized protein~taining sample. The 
quadrupole dip magnitude has recently been showa to be proportional to protein concentration. 'Ibus, QDI 
implemented with PMRI could provide non-invasive maps of protein concentrations in tissue. 
This research has two main purposes: (I) to develop an analysis of the potential bene6ts and 
pitfalls in attempting to implemeat QDI with PMRI in a clinical setting and (2) to provide empirical 
evidence that demonstrate that it is, in fact, feasible to implement QDI with PMRI. In chapters I-VH I will 
review briefly the MRI mechanism and its applicatioa, PMRI's development and architecture, the 
quadrupole interactioa, and magnetic resonance phenomena in protein/water systems and will consider 
how these topics a6bct the potengal capabilities and requirements for implementing QDI protein 
concentration mapping with PMRI. In an attempt to focus my study of the value of QDI I have chosen to 
use Multiple Sclerosis (MS) as a case study. Using the potential capabilities and constraints that I 
developed in the preceding chapters, in Chapter VIII I wiB review briegy the histopathological and clinical 
characteristics of MS and analyze potential bene6ts for its study arising from QDI implemented with 
PMRI. In Chapter IX I wiB describe methods, results, and implications of experiments that I have 
conducted to demonstrate the practical feasibility of implementing QDI with PMRI. throughout the thesis 
I will take a clinical perspective-that is, I wiB focus on what happens and how it can be useful cBnicaBy 
instead of focusing on why it happens from a theoretical viewpoint. In that spirit, I will oaly concern 
myself with the &equency range that is relevant for protein QDI-2. 5 to 3. 5 MHz and physiological 
temperature, pH, etc. 
CHAPTER II 
MEDICAL IMAGING 
At the risk of being trivial I wiB begin with a brief discussion of medical imaging. Medical 
imaging is a subset of the more indusive Beld of what might be caBed "medical measurement, " which 
concerns itself with gathering information from the body for medical purposes. Imaging refbrs to 
visualizing some portion of the interior of the body, while techniques such as the electroencephalogram 
provide invaluable information but no spatial localization — no pictures. Medical imaging is a relatively new 
development on the medical front, beginning in 1895 with Roentgen's discovery of X-rays. As a Beld, 
however, it has experienced explosive growth and diversigcation, with imaging modalities based on a 
variety of physical phenomenon now available. 
Medical measurement can be divided into two broad categories of techniques: active and passive. 
Passive techniques measure energy that is transmitted from the body without any direct stimulus being 
applied. An example of a passive medical measurement technique is thermal imaging, or even more basic, 
taking a temperature reading with a thermometer. Active techniques require that energy be applied to the 
body and then the body's reaction to that energy measured — its transmission, re-euussion, reflection, etc. 
Examples of active techniques include X-rays, ultrasound, and MRI. The major contemporary medical 
imaging modalities are aB active procedures. 
Medical measurement can be further categorized by the degree of invasiveness. Techniques range 
from the totally invasive-cutting the padent open and looking-to the completely non-invasive, where there 
is no physical contact between the imaging device and the patient. Invasive techniques have higher risk, 
discomfort, and cost than non-invasive techniques snd in many cases would cause more damage to the 
patient's quality of life than the pathology to be studied. Thus, it is desirable to develop and improve non- 
invasive measurement techniques. Many valuable techniques faB in a category that might be called 
"pseudo-non-invasive, " where the imaging itself is conducted non-invasively but 8 contrast agent is 
inje:ted subcutaneously to improve the image quality. 
Medical imaging has several applications. These include asymptomatic screening, diagnosis, 
surgical planning, intra-operative guidance, ueatment monitoring, treatment development (ke. , determine 
efScacy of a treatment), and research on etiology, development, histopathology, etc. Thus, imaging helps 
find treatable conditions before they manifest clinicaBy, provides or confirms diagnosis of conditions, 
makes surgery more precise, accurate, and efficient, helps to tailor treatments to an individual patients 
disease progression, aud provides major support for research on how diseases and conditions work. 
For medical technology to be useful it must be clinically and economically viable. That is, the 
risk/benefit and cost/benefit analyms of the physician, patient, and sponsoring institution must indicate 
that the system is worth using. The four major criteria in these decisions are: 
1) Functionality (how well does it work) 
2) Satbty (to patient and staff) 
3) Cost (to patient and institution) 
4) Comfort (for patient and stafi) 
Metrics are parameters that attempt to quantify the efficacy of a modality so that different 
imaging modalities can be compared. These measures of value can come &om the engineering or the 




4. Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) 
5. Contrast and Contrast to Noise Ratio (CNR) 
Sensitivity 
Sensitivity is a measure of how subtle of an abnormality cau be detected — the precision of the 
modality. It is defined conceptually as the percentage of total abnormafities detected, i. e. , if a hundred 
patients with a particular type of uunor a scanned and the scans indicate that ninety-five of the patients 
have tumors then the scanner has a sensitivity of 95%. Similarly, if a scan of a single patient with 100 
lesions indicates only 95 lesions then sensitivity is 95%. Although a very important statistic, sensitivity 
does not communicate how accurate an imaging modality is. 
Speci@city 
Specificity is a quantitative measure of the accuracy of an imaging modality, i. e. , how many 
times the modality says that there is an abnormality when there reafiy isn't (false-positive) and how many 
times the modality says that there is not an abnormality when there really is (false. negative). Qualitatively 
this translates into a measure of how unambiguously the modality can indicate the precise nature of a 
given pathology-i. e. , can it tell different diseases and conditions spare For example, suppose a scan 
detects two tumors, one malignant and the other beniga, but both of them appear as white spots on the 
image. The modality does not provide specific information about the tumors, just the facts of their 
existence and location. If the tumors were in different patients (and in the absence of other information) 
then one of the patients would receive an inaccurate diagnosis. Specificity is related to sensitivity in that if 
a modality has a low sensifitvity (i. e. , does not derect abnornudities that are really there) then it wiB have a 
high false-negative rate. 
Throughput 
Throughput is simply the number of patients an imaging modality can image per unit time while 
maintaining acceptable sensitivity, specificity, etc. Throughput is important for patient comfort and 
economic cost effectiveness. 
Signal, Noise, and Systeman'c Enor 
Sensitivity, specificity, and throughput sre primarily clinical measures of value. They derive kern 
the inherent functionality of the imaging modality and engineering measures of image quality such as 
signal amplitude and its magnitude relative to adjoining signals, noise, and error. The observed signal in a 
ncm-dynamic imaging modality (i. e. , a modality that images non-moving objects), $(r), is a function of the 
position, r, of the tissue that originates the signtd for given imaging parameters. It consists of three parts: 
l. Enertor that contains useful information 
2. Non-random systematic errors 
3. Random errors (noise) 
Therefore, even if there is no useful signal there mght still be some signal that fluctuates randomly about 
some non-zero value. Noise, n(t), is a time-variant fiuctuation in the signal caused by random, 
unpredictable processes. The major source of noise is random thermal motion of molecules in the sample 
and the measuring equipment. Careful, and usually more costly construction, can reduce some of the noise 
arising &om the equipment. 'Ihe magnitude of n ' s on inherent characterisfics of an imaging 
technique and the sample or patient to be ' . Since n se is dom, its expectation value is zero, 
(n(t))— 
Since noise is unpredictable it is difilcult to model. Its matpntude is often expressed as the first 
standard deviation of some "representative out of bandwidth" signal, whose distribution is assumed to be 
Gaussian. For a digitized signal with a set of data points, D, and Gaussian probability distribution function, 
p(n(t)), the noise is calculated as: 
a„= g [n(t) — (n(t))]' p(n(t)) 
D 
(2) 
Although much noise can be removed from a signal in post-processing, noise exetts a fundamental 
limitation on the amount of information that is available in a signal. Post-processing can make the image 
look better but it cannot add information that was obscured by noise in the signal acquisition. Systematic 
error includes errors that arise from predictable (noa-rsndom) phenomena. The expectation values of 
systematic errors are therefore non-zero. They arise &om limitations in manufacturing precision and 
experimental design flaws. Since systematic errors are predictable some of them can co~ through 
careful experimental or hardware desiga or modeled snd then removed in post-processing. 
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), Contrast, and Contrast to Noise Ratio (CNR) 
Oae of tbe most important engineeaing measures of value is the signal to noise ratio (SNR), 
which is usually defined as the magnitude of the signal divided by the standard deviation of the noise 
signal as defined above. 
SNR is limited by intrinsic features of the imaging modality, which determine the maximum possible 
signal magnitude and the smaBest possible noise. A high SNR adds confidence to the interpretation of the 
image since the possibility of some noise obscuring informafion and thus leading to some erroneous 
conclusion is reduced. Therefore, increased SNR corresponds potentially to increased seasitivity. 
However, high SNR does not necessarily translate into greater clinical value, as inadequate contrast could 
still obscure important information. 
Contrast is defined as the difference between the magnitude of the useful signal, S(r), and the 
non-useful signal, Sw(r). This non-useful signal can be due to systematic error or signal fiom surrounding 
tissue. To illustrate the significance of contrast, consider s scanner that assigns a grayscale value of 0. 8 to 
edematous tissue and 0. 75 to normal fissue. Even if the SNR were high enough that we could neglect 
random errors it would still be virtually impossible to distinguish between the pathological and normal 
tissue. The contrast to noise ratio (CNR) provides a usefid measure of contrast between the useful snd 
non-useful signal and the noise: 
Every imaging system has a human at the interpretation level and ofien at several other levels. This 
introduces random and systematic errors and tempers the usefulness of quantitative measures of value. The 
skill of the radiologist at interpretation can shift the relative importance of SNR and CNK 
Imaging Modnlltles 
There are several different ways of imaging the body non-invasively or pseudo-non-invasively. 
Some of the most prevalent techniques include computerized X-ray tomography (CT), ultrasonography, 
nuclear imaging, and magnetic resonance techniques. X-ray CT has high spatial resolution, low-cost, high 
!broughput but it uses ionizing radiation, has a low temporal respoase, and low soft-tissue contrast. 
Ulstrasound provides low-cost, safe, repeatable, high throughput imaging, but it bas relatively low image 
quality, and is limited by acoustic windows. Nuclear techniques provide metabolic and tissue viability 
information and fimctional imatp'ng but use ionizing radiation, are very expensive, and are contraindicated 
for many patients. MRI provides precise 3D information, high soft tissue contrast, and uses uo ionizing 
radiation. However, it is relatively expensive, has a spatial resolutiou that is lower than CT's, is 
contraindicated or uncomfortable for some patients, and has a low throughput. 
Medical imaging provides valuable information that increases the effectiveness of medical 
practice. There are many different imaging modalities available with varying sensitivity, specificity, and 
throughput. SNR and CNR are important measures of value to consider when trying to improve medical 
imaging from the engineering perspective. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRFj offers precise 3D images 
with high soA tissue contrast 
CHAPTER III 
MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) creates images based on the response of certain atoms, 
usually Hydrogen, to stafic and dynamic magnetic fields. The underlying principles for MRI were 
discovered independently iu 1946 by Bloch (Bloch, 1946) and Purcell, Torrey, and Pound (Purcell et al. , 
1946). Under the name Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) these principles contrilntted and continue to 
contribute valuable information in physics and chemistry. In 1973 Lauterbur demonstrated a technique for 
creating images with NMR (Lauterbur, 1973). In the early 1980's clinical application of this imaging 
technique began in earnest and bis since experienced explosive growth, becoming tbe major imaging 
modality for many pathologies. In the dinical imaging context it is called Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
(MRI) to aBeviate public concerns about all things nuclear. Other than the spafial localization necessary 
for imaging and MRI's focus on single resonances and uot the whole spectrum, there is no fundamental 
difference between NMR and MRL In this chapter I will review briefly the underlying principles of 
magnetic resonance (MR) and imaging, various MR techniques such as Tt, Tw and proton density 
weighting, MR clinical applications — particularly diagnosis, aud general hardware considerations. 
I wiH give a superficisl overview of the relevant physics. A detailed analysis is beyond my 
understanding and unnecessary for the purposes of this thesis. The principle sources for my overview are a 
monograph by Abragam and a textbook by Nishimura (Abragam, 1961; Nishimura, 1996). 
Magnet/c Moments 
Atoms with an odd number of protons and/or an odd number of neutrons possess "spin angular 
momentum, " which gives rise to a magnetic dipole moment, It = QI, where I is the spin operator, a 
dimensionless vector from quantum mechanics that takes integer or ttk-integer values, b = 1. 06 B — 34 
[Joule seconds], is Planck's constant divided by 2tt, and yis the gyromagnetic ratio, which is a constant for 
a given nuclear species with units of frequency/magnetic flux density. Interactions of this magnetic dipole 
moment with externally applied static and dynamic magnefic fields give rise to magnetic resonance 
phenomena. 
Magnen'ration and precession 
From a classical viewpoint, if a static external magnetic field, Bs, is applied to a sample 
containing atoms with magnetic moments, It, these atoms will tend to align with the exteraal field, thus 
generating a magnetization vector, M = Q [t . However, quantum mechanics indicate that some of the 
atoms will aliga parallel to B and some anti-parallel. The anti-parafiel configuration is a higher energy 
state and so most of the atoms wiB tend to the parallel alignment. However, even at theunal equilibrium, 
thermal energy is sufficient to cause some atoms to align anti-parallel. 'Ihus M cm be conceived as the 
sum of two magnetization vectors arisiug from a population of parallel atoms, ~ and anti-parafiel atoms, 
n . The relative proportions of the populations at equilibrium is given by tbe Boltzmann distribution as 
n /n, = e where tkE = TbBs is the energy dffibrence between the parafiel and snfi-parafiel states, k 
= 1. 38 E -23 [Joules/Kelvin] is Boltzmann's constant, and Tis the temperature in Kelvin. At thermal 
equilibrium M and B are collinear and iMI = Mc. If M is caused to move out of alignment with B then, 
again, using the classical model, there is a torque applied to M, given by: 
— = Mx)B dM 
dh 
(5) 
The solution of equation [5j is for M to nutate about the axis of B with a Sequency known as the Larmor 
frequency, Cttz = yjB~ . The fact that in a magnetic field an atom can assume more energy states (i. e. , the 
parafiel and anti-parallel configurations) is cafied Zeeman splitting afier Pieter Zeeman (1865-1943), the 
Dutch physicist who first observed it in 1896. The Latmor Sequency is named after Joseph Larmor (1857- 
1942), an English physicist. Applying a radio-frequency (RF) electromagnetic pulse, Bn orthogonal to B 
with duration dt and &equency equal to the Larmor frequency of the target atoms will cause M to move 
out of alignment with B by an angle tx = )hhB& by altering the proportion of the parallel and anti-parallel 
populations, 
Relaxation: The Bloch Etfnation 
Afier ~non by an RF pulse, M will tend to realign itself with B. The phenomenological 
description of the realignment was gives by Bloch (Bloch, 1946) as: 
M, 1+M, j (hf, -M, )k 
— =Mx JB 
Ck Tz Tt 
(6) 
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where Ivto is the equilibrium magnetization, i, j, and k are orthogonal unit vectors in the x, y, and z 
directions (by convention, B is along the z-axis), and T, and Tt are time constants. Afier RF perturbation 
the component of M along the z-axis, M„grows with time constant T, . The transverse component, Mw 
with time constant Tt. The energy stored in the system by the RF pulse is originally manifested as 
tbe higher energy state of the non-aligned M. This energy flows into other facets of the system as M 
realigns with B. 'Ibere atn, in general, two independent exponential pathways for this energy flow &om the 
magnetized spina: spin-lattice, longitudinal, or Ti relaxation snd spin-spin, transverse, or Ti relaxation. Ti 
is the time constant of for the perturbed spina to reach thermal equiTibrium with the surrounding system or 
lauice. Tt is the time constant of energy transfer between spina. Since the atoms are dose together and 
each has their own magnetic Geld, each atom experiences a maguetic field that is a combinafion of the 
external field and the Gelds from its neighbors. Since each atom experiences a different Geld each has a 
slightly different Larmor &equency and thus the transverse magnetization vector loses coherence as each 
atom's magnetization vector dephases with tbe surrounding magnetization vectors. Ti and Ti are different 
for various tissues. 'Ihese differences are the primary source for contrast in conventional magnetic 
resonance tnmgmg' 
Detection of Mi' Signal 
According to Faraday's law, a chaaging magnetic Gux, q&, will induce an electromotive force in a 
conducting coil that is proportional and opposite in sign to the rate of change of the magnetic flux. Since 
M is precessing about the z-axis it will induce a time varying current in an appropriately positioned 
conducting receiving coil. This induced current will have the same frequency as the precessing 
magnetization and the cunent's magnitude will be proportional to the magnitude of the magnetization. 
This current signal can then be processed using electrical methods. This signal is an exponentially 
decaying sinusoid caBed a Free Induction Decay (FID). In the process of generating, amplifying, 
transmitting, and processing the MR signal there are various factors that will scale its magnitude linearly. 
When modeling signal intensity these factors are usually lumped together into a system constant, K 
Spatial Localkaalon 
By applying spatially varying magnetic Gelds it is possible to associate &equency with the 
location of a small cubic retp'on in the retp'on of interest (ROD. Each cubic region is called a voxel. 
Through Foutier transformation it is possible to convert the time-varying signal to a spatially varying 
signal. Through appropriate pulse sequencing this can be used to generate 3D images-usually as a series 
of planar images. 
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There are two broad categories for MR application: spectroscopy and imaging. Spectroscopy 
collects signal (rom the entire sample and observes changes in resonant frequency for atoms in various 
configurations. Spectroscopic methods are an important tool in tbe chemistry and physics laboratory for 
differentiating between different compounds and studying the conformations of molecules. In this 
apphcation it is usually called NMR spectroscopy and sometimes magnetic resonance spectroscopy 
(MRS). As indicated earlier, imaging involves correlating signals with spatial locations-making pictures. 
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRU creates images based on the variations in signal intensity I'rom a single 
nuclear species, usually Hydrogen. Magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging (MRSI) provides the 
information of NMR spectroscopy together with spatial localization. 
AB three general approaches, MRS, MRSI, and MRI, have important chnical applications and are 
areas of active research. The MRI fornmt, however, has had the most extensive application due, among 
several other factors, to its much greater resolution and relative ease of interpretation. As indicated above, 
MRI images derive contrast &om the relative signal intensities &om the Hydrogen atoms in each voxek 
Changing the imaging parameters modiges the intensity variation and thus the contrast basis. Using 
different contrast bases makes MRI a more robust diagnostic tool, since some pathologies are invisible to 
some contrast bases. Commonly used approaches are quantitative Tt and Tz imaging, Tt and Tz weighted 
imaging, and magnetization transfer imaging (MTI). Tt snd Tz, as explained previously, are tissue-speci6c 
parameters that describe how fast a perturbed system returns to equilibrium. A couceptuaBy simple 
approach to MR imaging is to calculate the values for T, or T, for each voxel in the region of interest 
(ROI). However, it is relatively diKcult and time consuming to make precise quantitative measurements 
of Tt or Tz and, as will be discussed later, the clinical value is limited. It is much easier to make images 
that emphasize the relative differences between Bssues in one of these parameters. For example, in the 
spin-echo pulse sequence the signal is proportional to several Btctorst 
Signal ~ Me(1 — e + )e 
where TE and TR are adjustable sequence parameters. If we make TR very long with respect to aB of the 
T, values in the ROI, i. e. , TR 5Tn then the signal reduces to a function of the Tz relaxation and the 
differences in signal intensities between pixels in the image will depend solely on the differences in Tz in 
the corresponding voxels. %bus, we have created a Tz-weighted image. A conceptuagy similar approach 
can be used to create Tt weighted images. 
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MRI is primarily useful for its contribution to diagnosis of diseases and conditions. I wiB review 
briefiy the history, approaches, snd some of the factors affecting MRI's efficacy as a diagnostic modality. 
The Diagnostic Problem 
To diagnose a disease or condition we need measurable parameters that are different in 
pathological and normal substrates. To be a "stand-alone" diagnostic parameter that can indicate the 
diagnosis without any other tests the parameter for pathological tissue needs to exceed the range of tbe 
parameter for the normal tissue with high statistical significance-there should be no overlap between the 
parameter values for normal tissue and pathological tissue. Furthermore, the parameter should enable us to 
differentiate between different pathologies and abnormalities-for example, between benign and malignaat 
tumors. For non-invasive imaging diagnostic modalities there are two basic approaches-what might be 
cafied the quantitative aud qualitative approaches. Ihe quantitative approach is the most desirable. I 
measures parameters quantitatively and then compares the results to kaown values for normal and 
pathological tissue, which are distinctly separated. Diagnosis then becomes the simple procedure of 
making the measurement and looking up the significance of the result in a table. The qualitative approach 
looks for changes in time or in space that might indicate pathology. On an image this would mean a "spot" 
that changed shape„posirion, or intensity in serial images or a spot where normal anatomy would not 
predict one. 'Ihe relative approach is not as specific, in theory, as the quantitative approach. However, the 
heterogeneity of pathology and anatomy in a population and within an individual patient make the relative 
approach much more practical and reliable. 
History and @Rcacy of Diagnosis tvith itfR 
In their 1987 review, Bottomley et al indicate that Hazlewood et al were the first to report MR 
measurements that indicated differences between normal and pathological tissues (Bottomley et aL, 1987). 
They reported sigaificant differences in the line widths of dystrophic muscle and normal muscle 
(Hazlewood et al. , 1969). Very soon thereafier Damadian published drifetences in Tt and Tt of excised 
cancerous rat rissue versus normal tissue (Damadian, 1971). However, further observation showed that for 
most tissues and pathologies there was too much overlap in parameter ranges for specific diagnosis based 
on simple quantitative analysis of MR parameters (Bottomley et al 1987). Various approaches have been 
and are still being explored that would allow simple, quantitative analyses that gave specific diagnoses. 
Examples include the malignancy index (Goldsmith et al. , 1977; Goldsmith et al. , 1978; Koutcher et al. , 
1978) and magnetization transfer ratios (Gass et al. , 1994; Phillips et aL, , 1998; van Waesberghe et al. , 
1998). 
The advent of MR imaging greatly improved the diagnostic utility of MR techniques. With 
imaging it became possible to identify focalized abnormsbties such as tumors, lesions, and tears without 
having to rigorously define a "normal" condition. The clinician could look for "spots" where a localized 
pathology had altered the MR signal intensity relative to the adjacent tissue. Although the sensifivity and 
specificity are still limited, this application of MR technology to diagnosis has had a major impact on 
research and clinical medicine. Hutcbison et al reported the first ia vive human Tt measurements and 
images (Hutchison et aL, 1980; Edelstein et aL, 1980). 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging creates images based on the variable response of tissue atoms to 
static snd dynamic magnetic fields and radio-frequency pulses. It is a relatively new technique with the 
physical principles being discovered in the 1940's and clinical application beginning in earnest in the early 
1980's. It bas since experienced explosive growth in clinical application to become one of the principal 
paraclinical imaging tools. 
CHAPTI9t IV 
RELAXOMETRY WITH PREPOLARIZED MRI 
The original nuclear magnetic resonance experiment with liquids was conducted with a magnetic 
field strength between 0. 165 T snd 0. 22 T (Bloch et sl, 1946). The first successful experiment with solids 
was at a field strength of 0. 7 T (purcell et al. , 1946). Since then the general trend of research snd 
technology development has been on stronger snd stronger field strengths because of the generally higher 
spatial resolution, thinner image slices, greater contrast, shorter acquisitions, and specific high-Geld 
applications. It appears that the main thrust of future development will also follow the high-Geld approach 
(Bradley, 1996). Cutrently, most clinical MRI scanning is done at 1. 5 T and some rematch is conducted 
with fieid strengths as high as 45 T (for example, NHFML, 2001). 
However, low-Geld's lower cost, easier maintenance, smaller space requirements, and abiTity to 
examine some unique low-Geld phenomenon have kept it in the research "picture. " The literature bas 
various classifications of Geld strength such as ultra-low, low, intermediate, etc. For the present article I 
will define 'qow-Geld" to mean Bs & 1. 0 T. A great deal of ~ bas been deme on improving MRI 
tedmiques at low-Gelds and developiag applications that are specific to low-field imaging. Among the 
developments are Geld cycling (FC) and relaxometty. 
MR studies that utilize two or more magnetic Geld strengths are called Geld-cycled (FC) 
experiments. Conventional MR imaging, i. e. , that which has achieved the broadest commeraal 
distribution snd the most research attention, uses a single, Gxed-value magnetic field to crests images. 
Nosck and Kimmich have published reviews on FC (Noack, 1986; Kimmich, 1980). 'Ihe sample is placed 
in a polarizing magnetic Geld to achieve magnetization, the Geld is then switched to an evolution field 
strength for the sample to relax, snd finally, the Geld is switched to a readout value. Each of the three 
fields is optimized for noise considerations. The amplitudes of the fields can be changed to create 
dispersion profiles. ~ snd Vsrisn appear to be the first to use a prepolsrized technique (packard and 
Varian, 1954) followed quickly by Bloom snd Mansir (Bloom and Mansir, 1954). Bdnd and his group in 
Geneva have made significant contributions, which have been continued by Borcsrd and others (for 
example, Bdnd, 1980; Borcsr4 1987). Noack references several other groups that have published Geld- 
cycling studies or built FC hardware (Noack, 1986). Bratton et al conducted the Grat dispersion studies of 
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human tissue in 1965 (Bratton et aL, 1965). Knispel et al were the first to report on tbe frequency 
dispersion of pathological tissue with their 1974 study of m~ adenocarcinomas implanted in mice 
(Knispel et al. , 1974). Several groups have made recent contributions toward bringing FC techniques to 
the hospital. These include Carlson, who focused on the potential clinical value of relaxometry (Carlson 
and Crooks et al. , 1992; Carlson and Goldhaber et al. , 1992), Macovski and Conofiy, who focused FC as a 
way to inctease SNR snd reduce cost ~ and Conolly, 1993; Morgan et sl. , 1995; Morgan et al. , 
1996a-c; Morgan, 1999; Conolly et al. , 1994), and Imie, who developed field cycled proton-electron 
double-resonance imaging (PEDRI; Lurie et aL, 1988, 1989, 1998) snd have worked with FC-MRI (Bares 
et sl. , 1999). Koenig snd Brown, among other contributions to the field, have recently provided a review 
and a theoretical understanding of rciaxometty (Koenig et al. , 1993; Koenig snd Brows, 1991; Koenig, 
1995), 
FC is used to (1) increase SNR for a given field strength snd (2) measure the effect of field 
suength on the signal. A graph of relaxation time (Tt or Ts) or relaxation rate (BTt or IITs) versus field 
streagth is caUed a dispersion profile. 'Ibe study of the field strength dependeace of relaxation is also 
called relaxometry, although the terms FC and relsxometry are sometimes used interchangeably. 
Relaxometry has been suggested for a variety of applications (Rinck et al. , 1988; Carlson and Goldhaber et 
aL, 1992b). FC relaxometers would provide a convenient stage to evaluate and optimize the field 
dependence of intravenously injected contrast agents (for example, Kormsno et aL, 1988; Muller et aL, 
1988; Rinck et al. , 1988). Contrast between some pathologies snd normal tissue and between different 
types of tissue, such as gray and white matter, is also field dependent and is opntnized at fiequencies fiom 
10 to 25 MHz (Rinck et al. , 1988; Fiscber et al. , 1990). A clinical relaxometsr could be adjusted to provide 
optimum contrast depending on the tissues to be imaged. Also, in some cases the dispersion profile 
appears to provide diagnostic informaticu. For example, preliminary indications are that relsxometry 
might be able to indicate the level of necrosis in glioblastomas (Spiller et aL, 1995) or differentiate 
between secretory and non-secretory pituitary adenomas (Spiller et al. , 1997). Other pathologies are being 
explored (fcr example, Lundbom et al. , 1990; SpiBer et sL, 1994). 
Prepolarized MRI (PM' is a low-cost implementation of FC techniques in imagiug format 
(Macovski and ConoBy, 1993). Csrlson called tbe technique Switched Field MRI (Carlson and Crooks et 
sl. , 1992a) and Lurie's group called it Field Cycled MRI (Bares et aL, 1999). As mentioned earlier, 
Packard and Varian appear to be the first to use a prepolarized technique (Packard aud Varisn, 1954) 
followed quickly by Bloom and Mansir (Bloom and Mansir, 1954). 'Ihe early literature refers to this 











Figure 1: Two-pulse PMRI Sequence and Magnetization. Acq is tbe acquisition 
timing, M, is the z-magnetization, B is the prepolarizing Geld strength, B, is the 
readout Geld strength, M and M, are the equilibrium magnetizations corresponding 
to B and B„respectively. The la(F pulse inverts the magnetization to -Me which 
then grows toward M with time constant T». When the prepolarizing pulse is 
turned off the magnetization decays toward M, with time constant Tn until the 90' 
pulse moves the magnetization vector into the transverse plane to be read out. 
The PMRI technique utilizes two magnetic Selds: a static readout field, Bs, and a pulsed polarizing Geld, 
B . An example of a prepolarized pulse sequence is shown in Figure [1]. The prepolarizing Geld is pulsed 
for a time, Ts, and then turned off and the signal is readout at the main Geld strength, B, . 
E+ct of Prepolattrtnion 
To more fully iBustrate the prepolarizing effect I wiB apply a slightly more rigorous treatment to 
the pulse sequence shown in Figure [Error! Reference source uot found. ] for a homogeneous sample 
with a "perfect" 90' tip angle and uniform acids, Bs and B, aligaed along the z-axis, iA:. , 
Bo Boa, , B„= B„a, 
As mentioned earlier, magnetization and relaxation are governed by the Bloch equation (Bloch, 1946): 
dM M, a, +M, a, (M, -M. ja, 
— =Mx)B 
dt Tz Tt 
(9) 
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M, is the value of magnetization in the sample at equifibrium under the influence of B. Solving the Bloch 
equation, equation [9], for the z-axis magnetization under these conditions for a given field sttenyh, 8, in 
the rotating frame yields 
M, (t, B)=M;e "' +[M. (B)](1 — e " ' ) (10) 
where M; is the initial value of the magnetizafion along the z-axis. Magnetization is related to magaetic 
field strength by the magnetic susceptibility, rt . Since M, and Tt are both dependent on field strength aad 
tbe prepolarized pulse has two Geld strengths there are two values of each: 
M, (B, )= tt„B, =M, „, M, (B )= x' B„=M 
I( . )= 1. t(, )= I, (12) 
If we assume that the sample has reached equilibrium magaetization in tbe static Geld before we turn on 
tbe prepolarizing pulse at time t = 0, then the z-axis magnetization will grow from M to Mw with time 
constant Ttp. 
M, (t)=M„e "+M (1-e ") (13) 
If we nun off the pulse at time, t = Tp, immediately apply a perfem 90' pulse, and igaore any non-idealities 
such as ramp down time, ringing, etc. , then the z-axis magaetization will go to zero and then grow back to 
M with time constant, Tt„ 
(14) 
Homogeneity of+ ond B, 
Conventional MRI requires a very homogenous magaetic field since inhomogeneity ~s the 
phase coherence of the precessing spina and thus destroys the signal quality snd tbe ability to do spatial 
localization for imatp'ng. Ibe homogeneity sensitive or limited patt of the imaging is the acquisition, so the 
readout field, B„must be very homogeneous, while the magnetizing or polarizing part of the imaging can 
tolerate more inhomogeaeity. 
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Consider a sample in the classical view of MRI with one magnetization vector per voxel. If the 
sample is magnetized with a pulsed, temporaBy uniform but somewhat spatially inhomogeneous 
prepolarizing field along tbe z-axis and allowed to come to steady state then the magnetization vectors will 
vary in magnitude fiom voxel to voxel due to the spatial inbomogeneity but will sB be aligned with the z- 
axis. 1herefore, when the prepolarizing pulse is turned ofi and some component of the magnetization 
vectors are tipped into the xy-plane, which causes the vectors to nutate, the vectors will be in phase. Since 
the readout field is very homogeneous there wiB be little dephasing during readout. 1he variaticns in 
magnetization vector amplitude caused by inhomogeueity in the prepolsrizing pulse ~ themselves 
as slight intensity shading in the final image. Macovski and Conofiy report that prepolarizing field 
variations of up to 20% can be tolerated (Macovski and Conofiy, 1993). Morgan et al present calculations 
for the required homogeneity of the readout field for a given receiver bandwidth and field of view 
(Morgan et al. , 1996). 
Strength of Br and B, and SNR 
A high readout field, B» increases the sensitivity to inhomogeueity, susceptibility errors, and 
chemical shiit distortion, so it is advantageous to keep Br small (Macovski and Conofiy, 1993; Scott et aL, 
1994). Fofiowing arguments presented by Morgan et al we can estimate the effect of Bs on SNR in PMRI 
(Morgan et aL, 1996). The traditional formula for SNR applied to PMRI yields (Hoult and Lauterbur, 
1979; Edelstein et al. , 1986): 
aStB, fIV ~T 
SNR « (15) 
where Bt is the receiver coil sensitivity, AV is the voxel size, T~ is the total imaging time, T, and T, are 
the sample and receiver coil temperatures, and R, and R, are the sample and receiver coil resistances. We 
ignore here noise introduce by other parts of the circuitry. The inductive sample resistance and coil 
resistances are fiequency dependent: R, « ta and R, « ~at (Hoult and Lauterbur, 1979). When the 
sample noise dominates the coil uolte, Le. , Tggm)» TQ, (m), equation [I 5] reduces to 
B fIV JT SNR « (16) 
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Thus, SNR is proportional to the polarizing Geld strength and is independent of the readout Geld strength. 
If the readout strength is B„ for a given prepolarized value of B, PMRI offers a factor of Es/Et increase in 
SNR over doing conventional MRI imaging. The increase of SNR with B has been verified 
experimentafiy (Morgan et al. , 2000; Cadson and Crooks et al. , 1992). 
Implementing PMM at medium or high Gelds would make the technical snd the bioetIbct issues 
much more significant and would detract &om tbe cost and SNR improvement benefits (Carlsou and 
Goldhaber et al. , 1992). Switching at high Gelds requires a great rate of change in the Geld strength, dt's, 
which can cause magnetophosphenes aud nerve stimulation (Marg E, 1991; Cohen et sl, 1989). Also, the 
marginal increase in SNR for a given B decreases-in order to achieve a similar percent change in Geld 
strength as a low-Geld PMRI system requires significsntly more power, since in a resistive magnet Geld 
strength is proportional to cunent, E « I, and power dissipation is proportional to the square of the 
cuneat, P = I R. 
Cost of PMRI 
One of the most striking outcomes from this discussion on homogeneity and SNR in PMRI is that 
it enables the PMRI scanner to be built with low-cost components. Although the B, magnet needs to be 
homogeneous its field strength requirements are low and can be satisfied by a relatively low-cost, low- 
Geld permanent or resistive magnet. Although Bs needs to have a strong Geld its homogeneity 
requiremeats are low, so it can be a smaller, lower cost, resistive magnet. Thus, PMU can be much less 
expensive than the high-Geld superconductive MRI scanners currently popular for clinical scanning in the 





Initial Hardware-magnet and controller. 
Shielding/Housing/Instafiatioa 
Maintenance/Support-Cooling, power supply, enviroamental control, repairs, upgrades. 
Personnel to position the patieut, conduct the scan, interpret the results. 
MIU hardware is expeasive-typicafiy between $500, 000 and $2. 5 million for conventional units 
snd between $2. 5 and $10 million for specialized, higher-Beld units. Although hardware prices have 
~ (Hisashiga, 1994) the initial capital outlay remains high. Initial cost foBows Geld strength and 
magnet type, with resistive or permanent magnets being much cheaper than super-conducting magnets. 
The construction of a PMRI system requires a whole body magnet, an imaging console, an electromagnet 
(- $10, 000), power supply (- $20, 000), pulsing circuitry (- $5, 000), snd sofiwsre, installation, and 
training (- $25, 000). If we assume that a low-Geld system with a whole-body magnet and a console can be 
acquired for $500, 000 (for example, a GE Medical Systems Profile/o 0. 2 T dedicated scanner, GE Medical 
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Systems, 2001) then the conversion to PMRI requires approximately a 12% increase in system cost. The 
normal trade-off in MR equipment cost evaluation is SNR and special techniques versus cost. With PMRI 
the SNR reduction is much less significant. Also, if special tedmiques such as quadrupole dip imaging 
prove useful then this wiB reduce the tradeoff loss further. 
To instaB an MRI or PMM system requires dedication and preparation of an imaging 
environment. This includes preparing a fioor that can support the weight of tbe system and an imaging 
area free of electromagnetic interference and devices that would be suscepfible to interference from the 
magaet. Higher field systems are mare sensitive to chemical shift susceptil&ilities and therefore requhe 
greater shielding. Superconducting magnets create a field with an air return path and thus require more 
fioor and room space. In resistive and permaneat magnets tbe renun path is through the frame of the 
magnet so the fringe fields do not extend far &om the magnet. There are also costs associated with 
transporting the magnet and cahluating and configuring the system. One author gives a range of 
installation costs as $50, 000 to $1 million, with tbe more expensive higher-field and superconductive 
magnets requiring the more expensive installations. Again, since PMRI is a resistive and permanent 
magnet system it avoids costlier instafiafion outlays. Superconductive magnets require ctyogenic cooling, 
which adds a major maintenance cost. Permanent magnets are sensitive to ambient temperatum snd thus 
require air conditioning. Resistive magnets require large power supplies. In the PMRI system the resistive 
magnet is pulsed, which reduces tbe power requirements and since most hospitals in the U. S. are climate 
controlled anyway, maintaining the PMRI magnet in a constant ambient temperatum and supplying it with 
power are much less expensive than keeping a superconducting magaet cooled. Clinical personnel to 
perform and interpret the scans are a significant cost, to be sure, but they do not vary significantly between 
low field, high field, or prepolarized MR systems. 
Pulse sequence for Tt Relaxomatry with PMRI 
Relaxometry can be implemented with PMRI by changing the magnitude of tbe prepolarizing 
pulse. Morgan and Nam have demonstrated the design and construction of appropriate, low-cost pulsing 
circuitry (Nam et al. , 2000). The construction PMRI is potentially a cost-effective way to implement 
clinical relaxometry imaging. Because of tbe disadvantages of larger aperture pulsed magnets, it is 
probably going to be most effective for head and extremity imaging or possibly, with surface field coils, 
heart imaging (Carlson and Goldbaber et aL, 1992). As will be discussed in later chapters, this could 
provide valuable diagnostic and monitoring information. 
PMRI Pulse Sequence Constraints 
To implement T, relaxometry with PMRI in a clinical setting we must select a pulse sequence that is; 
1) Adaptable to PMRI 
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2) Robust at low Gelds 
3) Robust with imperfect tip angles 
4) Relatively quick 
Ibe presence of the prepolarizing pulse introduces several cbafienges to the task of selecting a pulse 
sequence. Since the prepolarizing pulse is very inhomogeneous it would very difficult to achieve 
acceptable SNR and contrast if the RF pulses were applied while the prepolarizing pulse were on. This is 
overcome by switching the prepolarized pulse off and reading out in the homogeneous static Geld. These 
are two main difficulties: (1) we want to measure the MR parameters of the sample at the prepolarizing 
Geld strength and (2) there might be residual effects &om the prepolarizing Geld inhomogeneity and errors 
induced in tbe switching. Other relaxometry techniques have had control over the readout Geld streugth 
(for example, Kimmich, 1980; Noack, 1986). PMRI does not have that luxury. 
As described earlier, the electromaguet inhomogeneity wiB cause the magnitude of the 
magnetization vector in each voxel to be slightly different. But, for pulse time, Ts, long relafive to Tt, afi 
of the magnetization vectors will be aligned with the z-axis at the end of the pulse and thus will be in 
phase immediately afier the tip angle. Therefore, prepolarizing pulse inbomogeneity has is no impact on 
the RF pulse calibration, except perhaps for variadons caused by smaB differences in susceptibility and the 
microscopic magnetic Geld magnitude that are small enough to average out over the voxel volume. 
Much more serious issues are total prepolarized pulse length, ramp time, and ringing sitar the 
prepolatizing pulse. Ibe shorter the pulse is the more likely that the actual magnetic Geld strength has not 
reached the Gnal pulsed value, which could make measurements of Tt at a particular Geld impcwsible since 
the Tt will change with the chaaging Geld strength. The faster the prepolarizing pulse is ramped down tbe 
more likely it is to "ring"-Suctuate around the final value in a similar fashion as an underdamped second 
order system. To allow for ringing to die down we could lengthen the time gap between the prepolarizing 
pulse and the RF pulse, bnt this increases the effects of Ts and Tse decay. Tip angle miscafiibration 
decreases the SNR and increases the variance in m~ values. These observations argue for a long 
prepolarizing pulse and a Tt measuremeat scheme that is robust to tip angle errors. 
For the experimental phase imaging time is not a major txmsideration. However, in clinical 
application since two values are required for each data point the sequence will take twioe as long as simple 
Tt mapping, so the pulse sequence needs to be adaptable to some sort of fast imaging sequence. 
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Tt Measurements 
Were is no shortage of options for Ti measurement schemes. 'Ibe earliest MR observations 
included and awareness of Ti (Bloch, 1946). In 1978 a calculated Ti bnage created with a progressive 
saturation technique (Freeman and Hill, 1971) was published for the 6rst time (Pykte and Mans6eld, 
1978). In the mean time descriptions of inversion recovery and spiu echo techniques had been published 
(Habn, 1949; Habn, 1950) as had been others (for example, Look and Locker, 1970). Since then there have 
been numerous strategies published induding such improvements as adiabatic pulsing (Conolly et al. , 
1990), echo-planar imaging (Gowland and Mans6eld, 1993), and shaped pulses, such as a hyperbolic- 
secaut pulse (Gowland et al. , 1989), not to mention the proliferation of lots of dandy acronyms 
(POLODA). Ksldoudi snd Williams provide an overview of Ti measuremeat history and techniques 
(Kaldoudi and Williams, 1993). 
These pulse sequences can be classi6ed as single-shot or multiple-shot imaging techniques. In 
single-shot MRI several measurements are made for each excitation (shot). In multiple-shot techniques 
there are several excitstions (shots), each foBowed by a single measurement. One-shot techniques have a 
lower imaging time than multi-shot techniques, which is amactive for PMRI. A common single shot 
technique is the Look and Locker method (LL) (Look and Locker, 1970), which uses a 18(P inversion 
pulse followed by multiple small-angle pulses that sample the recovery of longitudinal magnetization. 
Crawley and Henkelmsn reviewed LL snd the method of stimulated echoes (ST) and compared them to 
tbe inversion recovery GR) and saturation recovery (SR) methods (Crawley and Henkelman, 1988). Ibey 
found that IR and LL had comparable T, SNR snd that both were superior to ST and SR methods and 
concluded that since LL provides a signi6cantly faster imaging time than IR it should be the method of 
choice. More recent work bas improved the sequence (Gowland aud Mans6eld, 1993) and described its 
optimization (Kay and Henkelmau, 1991). 
Possible Pulse Sequence Development Strategies 
The main assumptions about a PMRI pulse sequence, as described above, are (1) Ti has a non- 
linear dependence on 6eld suength, so it is non-trivial to predict Ti(B ) for a changing B, which is the 
case as the prepolsrizing pulse ramps up (2) the prepolarizing pulse is too inhomogeneous to attempt to 
make any measurements or apply any RF pulses while it is oa, and (3) although we have to allow time for 
ramping down and ringing in the sequence, this time is small enough that it can be ignored in calculatioas 
of signal intensity. Through proper sequence desiga, however, it might be possible to mining or account 
for the hregularities inherent in these assumptions. This leads me to three main approaches to single-shot, 
quantitative Ti pulse sequence desiga: 
1) Assume (1) and (2) are valid and place RF pulses, evolution, and readout only in the readout Geld 
(Non-Modeled, Inbomogeneous Prepolarizing Pulse) 
2) Assume (2) but not (I) is valid and place RF pulses and readout in the readout field and evolufion 
in the prepolarizing pulse (Modeled, Inhomogeneous Prepolarizing Pulse) 
3) Assume (1) but not (2) is valid and place RF pulses and evolution in tbe prepolarizing pulse snd 
readout in the readout Geld (Nou-Modeled, Homogeneous Prepolarizing Pulse) 
In this discussion of pulse sequence design considerations I will use FC Geld terminology- 
prepolarizing, evolution, and readout fields. In particular, the evolution Geld is the field in which 
magnetization "evolves" afier RF perturbation. It is the Tt of the evolufion Geld that is measured. The 
approaches I describe below are meant to be illustrative of the general principle. It is not my intent to 
develop rigorous or ingenious sequences-I wiII merely analyze in general terms the requirements to 
generate reliable FIDs. 
Tt Measurement with Non-Modeled, Inhomogeneous Prepolaria'ng Pulse 
For this approach we assume that the prepolarizing pulse is too inhomogeneous for reliable RF 
pulses or magnetization evolution and that it ramps up in such a way that reliable ~eats can only 
be taken when it has reached equiTibrium. Of the three options I have presented, this is the most 
constrained, and therefore, intuition would say should the most accurate. However, it does not work. If we 
allow the magnetization to come completely to equilibrium, i. e. , Ts» T, (B ), and don't apply any RF 
pulses during the prepolarizstion we remove the Tts dependence Sum equation [13]. Thus, no matter how 
we Gather manipulate the sequence aad torture the data we cannot extract T». 
Modeled, Inhomogeneous Prepolarizing Pulse 
For this approach we assunm that we ramp up effects of the prepolarized pulse are negligible or 
can be modeled accurately. For the pulsing circuitry at tbe MRSI„ the prepolarizing magnet ramps up with 
a time constaat of ~ ms and is quenched in 11 ms (Nam et al. , 2000). For cross-linked BSA gals in 
physiological concentration ranges, which are good models of tissue (Koenig et al. , 1993), Tt varies 
between 130 ms to 220 ms in the fiequency range of intetest (Jiao and Bryant, 1996). So, the 
prepolarized pulse ramping time constant is approximately half of the I'nstest Tt we wiB want to measure. 
If we assume that ramping efibcts are negligible we will overestimate the magnitude of magnetization in 
the sample at a given dme (before it has reached equilibrium at the pulsed Geld strength). Thus, our 
estimates of Tt at tbe pulsed Geld strength will be longer than the actual Tt. Ramping error will be less the 
longer the prepolarizing pulse is on. However, dynamic range decreases if we only make measuremeats 
afier tbe pulse has been on for a time & Ttrr Furthermore, inherent in this approach is error arising fiom 
afiowing magnetization evolution in an inhomogeneous field. The varying magnetic field wiB induce 
magnetization with different Ti and will mimic RF pulse miscalibration errors, which will make precise T, 
measurements difficult to impossible. 
A simple way to measure Ti based on these assumptions is to measure the magnitude of the 
magnetization at equililxium in the piepolarizing pulse, M ', and then afiow the sample to come to 
equilibrium magnetization in the readout field, M„apply a 90' pulse fofiowed by a prepolarizing pulse 
with length, Ts - Ti, fofiowed immediately by another 90' pulse and signal acquisition. With system 
constant, K, and tip aagle, 0 90', the signal intensity is: 
M (T ) = K sin (8 )M , e ' " + K sin (8 )M (I — e '~ " j (17) 
M, ' = Ksm(8)M, (18) 
Taking the rafio of two intensities above and assuming that ihe M, term is 0 yields: 
M(T ) Ksin(8)M, e '~" +Ksin(8)M (I — e '~" j R — s — ' r 1 e '1" (19) M' K sin(8)M 
Algebraic manipulation yields Tts to be: 
(20) 
Observe that since Ms' & M(Ts), R is always less than 1, so the expression above yields values that are 
defined and positive. Perhaps a more robust procedure would be to make several measurements with 
varying Ts and thus map out the exponential increase in magnetization and then use a three-parameter fit 
to determine Tis (Kowalewski et al. , 1977; Kingsley et sl. , 1998; Granot, 1983). Dynamic range could be 
increased by applying a prepolarizing pulse until the sample reaches equiTibrium magnetization, nuning 
off the pulse, applying a 180' RF pulse, and then reapplying the prepolarizing pulse of length Tr. A 
possible way to reduce ramp up eKects is to use two counter-driven electromagnets with the mne ramp up 
time constant. If both magnets are turned on at the same time, with one (the prinuuy) oriented along +z 
with magnitude Bs and the other (the secondary) oriented along -z with magnitude B -B, then the ef(bctive 
magnetic field will be B„ If, after both magaets have reached equiTibrium, the secondary is quenched in 11 
ms, the effective magaetic Geld will grow trom B, to B in the +z direction in 11 ms and thus greatly 
reduce the ramp up problem. 
itlon-Modeled, Homogeneous Prepoiori zing Pulse 
The last approach of tbe three I have suggested is to treat the ramp up tiuN as a sigaiGcant source 
of error but assume that the prepolsrizing pulse homogeneity is sufGcient to apply RF pulses during the 
prepolarization. The attraction for this approach is that it is the simplest for which to transfer MRI pulse 
sequences to PMRI sequences-the prepolarizing pulse is simply turned on and Ieg on until readout while 
the pulse sequence proceeds as normal. This reduces the triggering and switching requirements and limits 
the effects of ramping. The weakaesses are that since the prepolarizing pulse might last longer heating of 
the magnet could be an issue and the inhomogeneity of the magnet will cause variable Tt evolution. 
Robustness to RF inbomogeneities (or RF errors due to ringing from the prepolarized pulse) might be 
found in strategies such as (Weiss snd Ferretti, 1985ab; Venkatesan et al. , 1998). 
As above, a simple way to igustrate such a pulse sequence is to tura on the prepolsrizing magnet 
for time T» Tw aud T» Tts, where Tu is the ramp up time constant for the magnet. Thea, without 
changing the value of the prepolsrizing pulse, apply a 90' RF pulse, wait time Ts, turn off the 
prepolarizing magnet, allow for ring down, and thea apply another 90' RF pulse. Using the same 
conventions as above, the signal is: 
M(T )= csin(8)hf„(I-e ' ") (21) 
If we divide by M ', equation [18] we obtain equations [19] snd [20], which can be used to calculate Tts or 
we can map out the magnetization growth and then apply a parameter Gt. 
Prepolarized MRI is poteutiall y a low-cost plat form for high SNR clinical relaxomeuy studies. 
The major di%culty in implementing such a system is the development of pulse nsquences that can deal 
with the inhomogeneity, ramping times, and ringing inherent in the pulsed system. 
CHAPTER V 
RELAXOMETRY OF PROTEIN SYSTEMS 
Since the solids content of most tissues is mostly protein and water is biologically ubiquitous, to 
understand in vive MR studies we must understand the magnetic resonance behavior of hydrated protein 
systems. As presented earlier, relaxometry is the study of the field dependence of the rehxation rate of a 
sample. Protein relaxometry provides us valuable insight into the magnetic resonance interacdons and, 
through ' N-'H quadrupole dip imaging, could also provide us valuable diagnostic informatioa in the 
frequency range of 2. 5 to 3. 5 MHz. 
Most MR imaging focuses ou the hydrogen atom, with the signal intensity beiag directly related 
to the water-proton relaxation time. In hydrated protein systems, such as tissues and protein gels, coupling 
between the protein protons and the water protons decreases the spin-lattice relaxatiou time of water 
protons (Daszkiewicz, 1963). This is a frequency dependent effect (Koenig and Scbillinger, 1969). Koenig 
and Brown have reviewed relaxation of protein solutions and tissues aud developed quandtative 
theoretical analyses of hydrated protein system relaxation (Koenig and Brown, 1993; Koenig et al. , 1993; 
Koenig, 1995; Koenig and Brown, 1991). They report that there are two classes of protein-water 
interactions that conmbute to relaxation rate: 
1) Hydrodynamic interactions that influence solvent motion 
2) Cross relaxation interactions between solute and solvent nudei 
Early work on hydrated protein relaxation rates focused on a "two-site" model in which water 
molecules were bound to the protein long enough to sense the rotational motion of the protein but with 
sufficiently rapid exchange to communicate the relaxation rate of bound protons to the bulk solvent 
(Daszkiewicz, 1963). This model proved to be inadequate to explain measured results, however (Koenig et 
aL, 1975), and it is now known that there are at least four classes of water binding sites at tbe protein- 
water interface at which significant energy transfer takes place between the water-protons and protein 
protons. These sites correspond to the number of hydrogen bonds formed by a proton on a water molecule 
at that site-four, three, two, or one-with bond IIMmes, cs, 1 x 1(y s, 2 x 10 s, 4 x 10 ' s, and 8 x 10 
s, respectively. Note that v is short compared to Tt for water protons for all site classes. The four-bond 
sites dominate the protein-water relaxation even though they occupy at most 1% of the protein-water 
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interface (Koenig, 1995). An unbound liquid water proton "senses" tbe thermal energy of tbe surrounding 
lattice through the dipolar magnetic 6eld of surrounding atoms, which Uuctuates rapidly due to Brownian 
rotation and translation — so rapidly, in fact, that the interacdon is essentially averaged out. Ibis leads to the 
relatively long Ti values for unbound water. If tbe water molecule is attached to a protein for a suIUciently 
long z however, its rotational corielatioa time, z„ is greatly increased, which decreases the averaging 
effect and allows the atom to come to theunal equilibrium more quickly. This decrease of Ti due to a 
reduction in atomic movement is called "motional narrowing" (Bloembergen et aL, 1948; Solomon, 1955). 
1he hydrodynamic interaction has two consequences: it alters the relaxation rate through 
motional narrowing and it affects tbe rate at which cross-relaxation takes place. We can conceptuaUy 
conceive of cross-relaxation as being the thermodynamicaUy driven transkr of magnetization energy 
across the solvent-protein interface under non-equilibrium conditions. In an external magnetic 6eld after 
an RF perturbation, the protein protons relax much quicker than the water protons due to motional 
narrowing and energy transfer to the protein backbone, Thus, protein protons return to their equilibrium 
energy level while the water protons are still perturbed. By the second law of thermodynamics, energy 
flows &om the higher energy nou-relaxed protons to the Iower~nergy relaxed protons in the form of 
magnetic flux. Thus, the protein protons act as an energy sink to the water protons and ~ the spin- 
lauice relaxation time of the water protons (Koenig et aL, 1978; Koenig and Brown, 1991). The transfer of 
energy through cross-relaxation can occur by intermolecular magnetic dipolar snd electric quadrupolar 
interactions of solvent nuclei. 
Although there is some ambiguity and variance of interpretation of the data, it appears that in 
immobiTized proteins the hydrodynamic contribution to the overaU relaxation rate becomes small 
compared to cross-relaxation effects (Koenig and Brown, 1991, p. 521; Bottomley et al. , 1984; Woiff and 
Balaban, 1989; Grad et al. , 1990; Grad and Bryant, 1990). Temperature increase increases uet efgciency 
of cross-relaxation between water and immobilized proteins but not very much over the range of 
physiological temperatures (IUnton and Bryant, 1996; Conti, 1986b; Bottomley et al. , 1984). Some authors 
have reported a correlation between relaxation rate and water content (for example, Lundbom et al. , 1990; 
Fischer et aL, 1990). However, many other reviews and studies 6nd no such correlation (SpiUer et al. , 
1994; Spiller et al. , 1995; Engbmd et aL, 1986; Koenig et aL, 1984; Bottomley, 1987). Despite the 
variance in results, it seems clear that the degree of water does affect the measured relaxatioa rate 
(Fatouros et al. , 1991), so whether the effect is hydrodynamic of cross-relaxant, the amouat of water is 
signi6caut. 
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Measured Relaxation Rates 
In almost all cases the water-protons and aot the protein-protons are the source of signal in MR 
experiments because the protein-protons relax more quickly than most systems can detect or there is an 
intenrional delay used to remove the protein-proton sigaal (Koenig and Brown, 1991). The measured 
relaxation rate is a combination of the protein proton relaxation rate, R, the water proton relaxation rate, 
R and the rate of transfer of magnetixarion between the water aad protein systems, R . I will consider 
four, two, and one-parameter models of relaxation, described below. 
Koenig snd others studied the relaxation rate dispersion for in vitro tissue and protein solutions 
with a heuristic four-parameter least-squares curve-fitting pmcedure. This form is derived from what is 
kaown as the "Cole-Cole fit", which was developed to describe dielectric dispersion (Cole and Cole, 1941; 
Koenig and Schillinger, 1969; Hallenga and Koenig, 1976). The function, which has been verified for 
tissues and protein solutions (Conti, 1986ab; Koenig and Brown, 1984; Koenig et aL, 1984; Htscher et aL, 
1990), is given as: 
R=R„+D+ A 
1+(y/v, )' (22) 
where v is the Lsnnor frequency in MHz, R is the relaxation rate of pure water (0. 23 s' at 37 'C), and D, 
A, and B are constants. D and A are proportional to the solute concentration and v, is proportional to the 
inverse of the rotational correlation time of the protein, 2, (Hallenga and Koenig, 1976; Conti, 1986). 
Equation 122] is a heuristic model with no a priori vahdity-it is just a mathematical expression that 
describes the data very well snd is not based on any particular theoretical formuhtion on the molecular 
interactions. For theoretical purposm it is therefore only useful as a way to describe and catalog the data 
and is subject to the criticism, as Bottomley points out, that given enough psrameuus success is almost 
guaranteed in fitting 8 monotonic, smoothly varying function (Bottomley et aL, 1984). 
For 8 homogeneous protein gel Lester and Bryant report the bi-exponential longitudinal 
relaxation rate of a protein gel as: 
2 
Re = — R +R +R 1+ — 2 R +R, +R 1+ — + (23) 
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where R+ and R are the fast and slow proton relaxation rates, respectively, and F is the ratio of 
equilibrium magnetization of the protein protons to that of water protons (Laster and Bryant, 1991). F can 
be calculated as the ratio of exchangeable water protons to exchangeable protein protons and is constant 
for a sample except for a slight pH dependence that is negligible within physiologic range and the 
&equency range of interest (Conti, 1986a; Zhou and Bryant, 1994). Due to machine limitations or by 
design, R+ is allowtsf to decay and thea R is the measured relaxation rate. In the limit that the cross- 
relaxation rate, R~, is rapid compared to the water proton relaxation rate, R, i. e. , Rw» R, which is 
generally the case for fields greater than 1 MHz, the slow relaxation rate, R becomes the average of the 
water and protein proton relaxation rates weighted by their respective proton populations. 
R. +FR, 
R I+F (24) 
Furthermore, for Rs» R„small, which is increasingly true for decreasing magnetic field, R becomes 
directly proponional to Rs. 
R ~R (25) 
It would be equivalent to say that the protein relaxalion rate dominates all other relaxation rates in tissue 
dispersion profiles. Both of these conditions hold in immobilized hydrated protein systems at room 
temperature for Larmor fiequencies between 2. 5 and 3. 5 MHz, which is the Sequeucy range of interest for 
tbe present work (Laster and Bryant, 1991). %he protein proton spin-lattice relaxafion rate, Rs, is modeled 
by Kimmich and Winter (Kimmich and Winter, 1985) as 
R, «oos[a )an '(22rvf;)I (I+4~xvxi, ') ' (26) 
Where B is a constant, v is the proton Larmor &equency, and r, is the rotational correlation time of the 
protein. When 2, is large, i. e. , when the protein is immobilized and spins slowly or not at aB, equation (26] 
reduces to a model presented by Kimmich, Winter, and others (Kimmicb and Doster, 1976; Kimmich snd 
Winter, 1985; Kimmich et aL, 1986): 
R =Avn P (27) 
where A and B are constants and vis the proton Lannor &equency. Then, applying equation [25] to 
equation [27] with A still a constant (but not necessarily the same value as before) yields: 
R=Av (28) 
Bottomley et al used this two-parsmeter model to fit dispersion data in an extensive review of normal and 
pathological tissues. They found that A and 8 are constants dependant on tissue type with 8 1/3, and that 
equation [28] worked very well within relsfively wide tolerances (standsrd deviation of 20% from fitted 
curve), which they attributed to systematic en ors of the different teams snd equipment used to collect the 
data that were independent of species, temperature, age differences, time atter excision, or in vivo or in 
vitro status (Bottomley et al. , 1984; Bottomley et aL, 1987). 2hou and Bryant (1994) found that for 
completely water saturated, rotationally immobilized protein gals B = 0. 5 fit the data well and was stable 
to variations in other parameters and thatA was a constant for a given sample. Except for deviations 
caused by quadrupole dips, equation [23] has been verified for homogeneous protein gels between 0. 01 
snd 30 MHz by Bryant's group (Laster and Bryant, 1991; Zbou and Bryant, 1994; Bryant et al. , 1991). 
Thus, in an immobilized, hydrated protein system at room temperature for Iatmor &equencies betweeu 1 
and30MHz, withRw»R andFR»R therelaxationrateisgivenby: 
R=[ — fv ~R=Av ( FA] I, [+F) (29) 
Again, note that A does not necessarily have the same value in the two equations. This is similar to a 
model proposed by Escanyd et ab R = A V + B, (Escanyd et al. , 1982). Tbe fact that equafion [27] is 
based on some degree of a theoretical kamework instead of a heuristic fitting equatioa is intetlectuaBy 
satisfying. However, the present work deals with clinical application and thus precision is mote important 
than theoretical viability. Two studies have found that equation [22] provides a bauer fit to measured data 
over a wide Sequency range than does equation [27], especially in the ultra-low field case (v ( 1 MHz) 
and the high field case (v & 40 MHz) (Fischer et al. , 1990; Henrikseu et aL, 1993). However, in the 
frequency region of interest for the present work, 2. 5 — 3. 5 MHz, the two-parameter and four p~ 
models are in close agreement. 
To evaluate the feasibility of using the one-parameter model, equation [29], we can use Hscher's 
fit parameters for excised human white matta. for equation [22] to calculate a "measured" value for R at 
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some &equency not on the quadrupole dip, say v = 3. 3 MHz (Fiscber et al, 1990). Using this R and v we 
can estimate the A for the one-parameter model, A = Rv ' and then create the one-parameter relaxatiou 
dispersion profile over the range 2. 5-3. 5 MHz. Fischer et al's parametem were: D = -1. 38 s ', A = 18. 25 s 
', v, = 0. 165 MHz, B = 0. 291. With these parameters R(v=3. 3 MHz) is calculated to be 4. 23 s' sud A is 
estimated as 7687. Graphs of equations [28] and [22] with Fischer's parameters (Fischer et aL, 1990) and 
equation [29] with parameter calculated as described sre shown in Figure 2. 
Comparison of t, 2, and 4 Parameter Models for 
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Figure 2: Comparison of 1, 2, and 4 parameter fits of relaxatiou rates in proteinated systems 
in frequency range of internet. Parameters for two-parameter fit, equation [28], and four- 
parameter fit, equation [22] are &om Fischer et al (1990). Parameter for one-parameter fit, 
equation [29], is calculated as descnbed above. 
As Fischer observed, the one- and two-p~ fits break down below 1 MHz. However, over the 
&equency range 2. 5 — 3. 5 MHz all three fits agree well. With A in the one-parameter model estimated with 
v = 3. 3 MHz, tbe largest percent difference between the oue- and four-paramemr models in this frequency 
range is 6. 8%. 
For the present work, the significance of equation [29] is that it estimates relaxafion contributions 
for rehxation paths other than cross-rekLvarion with N and that A and thus tbe dispersion profile from 
2. 5 to 3. 5 MHz can be predicted within 7 % with a single measurenmnt of R. 
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CHAPTER VI 
QUADRUPOLE INTERACTIONS IN PROTEIN SYSTEMS 
A nucleus that has an eHipsoidal charge distribution is said to be quadrupole and has a nuclear 
electric quadrupole moment, Q, arising )rom the asymmetric charge distribution (Ramsey, p. 3-23). It csn 
be shown that only nuclei with nuclear spin, I 2 I can have a quadrupole moment. Examples of 
quadrupolar nuclei include H, H, and CL 'Ihe nuclear electric quadrupole moment, Q, interacts with 
the local electric Beld gradient according to a nuclear quadrupolar coupling constant. Most clinically 
signi6cant MR phenomena are dominated by magaetic dipolar interactions. However, under certain 
circumstances the electric quadrupolar interaction exerts a signi6cant influence on ihe overall behavior of 
the system. 
Quadrupole interactions have beeo we)I studied and there is plenty of literature documenting the 
theory and experimental measmement of the phenomenon. Schuler and Schmidt observed atomic nuclear 
quadrupole constants in 1935 (Scbuler and Schmidt, 1935) and KeBog et al observed molecular 
quadrupole constants in 1936 (Kellog et aL, 1936). Dehmelt and Kruger reported pure quadrupole 
couplings transitions in solids in 1950 (Dehmelt and Kruger, 1950). Theoretical treatments are readily 
available (Das and Habn, 1958; Cohen snd Reif, 1957; Klainer et al. , 1982; also Isbn snd Kintzinger, p. 
79-161; Semin et al. , p. 1-15). 
If we visualize the nucleus as a volume distribution of positive charges surrounded by a negative 
charge cloud thea there is an electrostatic potential that varies slowly over the nucleus. The electrostatic 
energy can be expressed in terms of superimposed moments of a monopole, quadrupole, hexadecapole, 
etc. 1he monopole term is constant and therefore not orientationally-dependent. The hexadecapole and 
higher pole interactions are either negligible or non-existent (Ramsey, p. 23-'A). Thus, the orientationally 
dependent term is the quadrupole energy. Further manipulation and quantum mechanical considerations, 
which are beyond the scope of this project, lead to a solution of the Schroedinger equation with a multiple- 
level system of energies. The number of possible energy levels depends on the spin. For spin I = 5/2 there 
are two energy levels; I = I and I = 7/2 each yield three levels; I = 912 yields four levels, etc. (Semin, p. 4- 
7). Irradiating a quadtupolar sample with electromagnetic energy at the proper &equency can induce 
transitions between the energy levels. The signal created by the quadrupole energy level transition can be 
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detected remotely using NMR techniques and is called nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) spectroscopy. 
Some groups cafi this spectroscopic technique zero-field imaging or spectroscopy because it requhes no 
external magnetic field (for example, Liao and Harbison, 1999). Although there are non-trivial tedmical 
difficul ties in NQR spectroscopy, it allows ~ on many nuclei that are not accessible by ordinary 
NMR (Harbison, 14 Feb 2001) and finds practical application in narcotic and explosive detection 
(Grechishkin and Sinyavskii, 1997; Yesinowski et al. , 1995; Rudakov et al. , 1997). NQR is aa active area 
of researdz INSPEC subject search in February 2001 for "Nuclear Quadrupole Resonance" yielded 7745 
bits. 
t'N Nuclear Quadruple ~ 
For "N, with nuclear spin, I = 1, the quadrupole interactioa gives rise to a three-level system of 
energies given by: 
E, = e'qQ/2 
E, = — E, (1 — t))/2 




where e is the elementary charge (1. 602 E -19 Coulombs), q is the electric field gradient along the z-axis 
of the principal axes system, Q is the quadrupole moment (0. 0155 b to 0. 020 b for N (Lebn and 
Kintzinger, p. 84; CRC, 11-40)), and a7 is the asymmetry parameter (a) ( I; typically 0. 1; Lehn and 
Kintzinger, p. 86-93; Winter and Kimnnch, 1982b). Transitions between these levels can be induced with 















Under certain conditions the Tt dispersion proE)e of substances containing quadrupolar nuclei 
shows a sharp decrease or "dip" at the quadrupolar transition frequencies. Mis "quadrupolar dip" arises 
from tbe transfer of energy f'rom the non-quadrupolar nuclei to the quadrupolar nuclei, causing a 
quadrupolar energy transition. Since the quadrupolar relaxation time is generally shorter than the non- 
quadrupolar relaxadon dme this energy transfer causes the overall system to relax faster, thus decreasing 
Tt. Goldman observed this phenomenon in 1958 with 'H and Q and "Q in paradichlorobenzene 
(Goldman, 1958). Woessner and Gutowsky made similar observations that same year with the same 
compound (Woessner and Gutowsky, 1958). Since the initial observations several groups have reported 
quadrupole dips with various species, for example, Ba-'H (McGrath and Silvidi, 1962), Cl -'H, Ba'— 
'H, and Ba '-'H (Naksmura and Enokiya, 1963), and ' 0-'H (Hsieh et aL, 1972). For more description 
and references see (Stokes et aL, 1979; Abragam, 1961, p, 143). 
Quadrupole Dlps lu "N-'H Systems 
Nitrogen and Hydrogen are two of the most sigaidcant elements in biology. Nitrogen is present in 
signiEcant quantity in all proteins as one of the components of the amino acids that make up proteins. Of 
the twelve isotopes of Nitrogen, '"N and ' N are the only naturally occurring stable species. '"N has an 
abundance of 99. 63 %, spin 1=1+, nuclear magnetic moment +0. 40376 nuclear magoetons, and electric 
quadrupole moment 0. 0155 b to 0. 020 b (b = barn = 10 cm; Lebn and Kintzinger, p. 84; CRC, 1140). 
Hydrogen is biologically ubiquitous in all organic compouuds and systems. 'H has an abundaace of 99. 99 
%, spin of I = )6+, nuclear magnetic moment of +2 793 nuc)ear magnetons, and electric quadrupole 
moment+2. 86 mb (CRC, 11-39). N and H both have interesting and varied applications in NMR (for 
example, LiWang and Bax, 1997; Reif et al. , 2000; Czernek et aL, 2000; de Alba and Tjsndra, 2000). 
However, their almost negligible abundance and ' N's lack of a quadrupole moment make them 
uninteresting for the present Purpoms 
As a t6+, 1+ spin system, ' N-'H systems display the quadrupole dip pheaomeaon, which 
indicate more efBcient spin-lattice relaxation through quadrupole coupling between the protons and the 
nitrogen atoms (Stokes and Ailion, 1979; Westlund and Wennerstrom, 1985). Winter and Kimmich 
observed that if an external magnetic Geld had a low enough frequency the quadrupole coupling dominates 
Zeeman coupling (Winter and Kimmich, 1982b). The low-geld condition for "N is B, & 0. 3 T, which 
corresponds to v & 10 MHz, where B, is the flux density of the external magnetic Eely Fmther, they 
observed three conditions necessary for the existence of the quadrupole dip: 
1) 'H Lmmor &equency has to equal one of the ' N quadrupole transition frequencies. 
2) The Tt relaxation of the "N system must be fast compared to the proton system, i. e. , Tt » Tt' 
ss 
3) Correlation time of the "N system must be large, Le. , it must rotate slowly or not at all and thus 
avoid motional averaging. 
The pathway for the relaxation cau be modeled as energy flow &oin a water-proton to an amide 
(NH) proton to the nitrogea to the lattice. The interaction between the water proton and the NH proton is a 
dipolar magaetic coupling or Zeeman coupling, which transfers some of the energy of the perturbed water 
proton to the protein proton as it does during "aounal" relaxation, 1he NH proton, which is bound to the 
immobilized protein and is thus motionally narrowed will relax faster than the water proton, again as in 
"animal" relaxation in a hydrated protein system. However, if the Larmor &equeacy of the NH proton 
matches a quadrupole transition frequency of the N, because of the smaB N-H distance, energy can be 
easily transferred from the NH proton to the nitrogen, causing the Nitrogen to move to a higher energy 
state and relaxing the NH proton. The nitrogen is very strongly coupled to the lattice snd is very stable and 
relaxes this added energy very quickly. This is a much more efEcient relaxatioa pathway than relaxation 
through motional narrowing of the NH proton. Thus Ti is decreased at the quadrupole resonant 
frequencies (Kimmich et al. , 1984; Koenig, 1988). Winter and Kimmich observed that the dip &equencies 
for proteinated tissues snd models corresponded to the NQR &equencies reported for the amide groups of 
amiuo acids (Edmonds and Summers, 1973; Blinc et al. , 1972) and thus concluded that tbe amide groups 
found in proteins are responsible for the dips (Winter and Kimmicb, 1982a). 
Since proteins contain signigcant amounts of Nitrogen and water is almost completely ubiquitous 
in biological tissues, it stmds to reason that structurally intact proteinated tissues would exhibit 
quadrupole dips. Quadrupole dips arising from 'H-"N systems have been found and analyzed in various fn 
vitro tissues and models. These include Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) (Kimmich and Winter, 1980), 
BSA, muscle tissue, Nicrococcus l amus, and yeast (Winter and Kimmich, 1982a), rat heart (Koenig et al. , 
1984), various proteins, DNA, and frog muscle (Kimmich et al. , 1986), multiple sclerosis plaque (Rinck et 
al. , 1988), bovine calf eye lens homogenate (Beaulieu et aL, 1987; Koenig, 1988), egg white lysozyme 
(Laster and Bryant, 1990), hen egg albumen (Carlson et al. , 1992), BSA (Koenig and Brown, 1993), 
human astrocytomas (Spiller et aL, 1994), transplantable human gliobastoma (Spiller et al. , 1995), and 
pituitary adenomas (Spiller et al. , 1997). 
In vive studies of quadrupole dips are not as extensive. Kimmich et al appear to have been the 
Erst to study quadrupole dips in living specimens with their report on hve Hirudo medicinalis peaches) 
published in 1984 (Kimmich et al. , 1984). Rinck et al found dips in rat muscle that were similar to dips 
observed in in vitro MS plaques (Rinck et al. , 1988). Carlson et al created in vs dispersion pro6les of fat, 
bone marrow, muscle, white matter, dark matter, and the pons of healthy volunteers in a whole body 
imager. The fat and bone marrow provided no significant dip structure. The muscle and all three brain 
tissues studied yielded clear quadrupole dips. In tbe brain, the dip magnitude increased &om white matter 
to dark matter to the pons (Carlson et al. , 1992). In 1999 Iurie published a quadrupole dip collected from 
his forearm and three axial images of his thighs. One of the thigh images was collected at the mam dip 
frequency (2. 77 MHz) and another was collected slightly off tbe dip fiequency (2. 45 MHz). The third 
image was created by subtracting the second image &om the first, pixel by pixel, to yield an approximate 
quadrupole dip magnitude map (Lurie, 1999). 
The precise location of the dip on the frequency axis can vary slightly depending on the precise 
chemical environment of the sample and experimental variables. For rotationaBy innnobilized, hydrated, 
proteinated samples, the main dip, Le. , largest magnitude and highest fiequency, has been measured at 
2. 79 MHz (Koenig and Brown, 1991), 2. 77 MHz (Carlson, Radiology 1992; Lurie, 1999), 2. 84 MHz (Jiao 
and Bryant, 1996), etc. All three of the dips are between I and 3 MHz. 
Qtmdrupale Dip Magnitude Proporriooal to Protein Coucentrntiort 
If amide groups in the protein backbone are the source of the quadrupole dip then it seems 
intuitively reasonable that the magnitude of the quadrupole dip should be proportional to the number of 
amides in the sample and thus proportional to the concentration of proteins. Tbe ratio of amides to amino 
acids in a protein is typically slightly tpuater than one. The masses of the twenty biologicaBy sitpuficant 
amino acids range from approximately 75 to 190 g/mol, or a factor of 2. 5 between the least massive and 
tbe greatest with a mean of 133 g/mol snd a standard deviation of 28 g/mol (McMurry, 1996, p. 1058- 
1059). So, most of the amino acids have approximately the same mass and over the volume of a single 
voxel, the number of amides should be directly proportional to the mass of proteins in the voxel. Jiao and 
Bryant verified that the quadrupole dip magnitude is linearly related to the protein concentration using 
cross-linked BSA/gluteraldehyde gels (Jiao and Bryant, 1996). The modeled the relaxation rate that was 
independeut of the "N contribution as 
R=Av (32) 
They measured R at some "off dip" fiequency, v, = 3. 30 MHz, aud used this R, = R(v, ) to calculate A and 
extrapolate tbe value of R at the dip &equency, vs = 2. 84 MHz, R, = R(vs). They then measured the value 
of R at the dip &equency, Rs, and took the difference to find the dip magnitude, R 
37 
R„=R, -Rs =Re — '-Rs (33) 
The sitptitlcance of R, is that it represents the contribution of ' N to the relaxation of the system. 'Ihey 
found that the reladonsbip between the quadrupole dip magnitude, R„[s'], and protein concentration, p [% 
weight], is: 
R„= (0. 114+ 0. 006) p — (0, 47 + 0. 09) (34) 
with a linear correlation coeIEcient of 0. 99. The non-zero intercept is a concern since at zero concentration 
there should be no contribution &om the "N atoms. They attributed the negative intercept to the 
impossibility of making low concentradon immobilized protein gals, which shifts the line to the right. A 
similar argument can be made about the sensitivity of the detection system-if the signal below a certain 
concentration is too weak to be detected then the line will be shitied to the right. 
Electric quadrupolar interactions between ' N snd tH create dips in the T, dispersion pro6ie of 
samples containing rotationally immoMized proteins. These di ps have been observed in a variety of in 
vitro and ih vivo specimens, including humans. The magnitude of the dip is proportional to the protein 
concentration in the sample. 
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CHAPTER VII 
QUADRUPOLE DIP IMAGING WITH PMRI 
Quadrupole Dip Imaging (QDD is a novel imaging technique that orestes images based on the 
magnitude of the quadrupole dip. So fsr as I have been able to deternme, Kimmich aad co-worlmrs were 
the Brat to suggest an MR contrast mechanism based on the quadrupole interaction (Kimmich et aL, 1984). 
In 1992 Carlson suggested that changes in the quadrupole dip caused by demyelination or muscle scamng 
might be diagnostically useful (Carlson et al. , 1992). Jiao and Bryant demcustrated a QDI scheme that 
isolates the contribution of the "N to relaxation by determining the T, relaxation rate at the maxinum of 
the quadru pole dip and at a point well away from the quadrupole dip and using a one-parameter model to 
extrapolate the "N independent relaxation at The quadrupole dip &equency and subtracting tbe two values 
(Jiao snd Bryant, 1996). Furthermore, Jiao and Bryant demonstrated in the same report that the magnitude 
of the quadrupole dip was linearly related to the concentration of rotationally immobilized proteias in their 
gel and tissue sample in vitro (Jiao and Bryant, 1996). In an imaging format with the sigaal amplitude 
scaled by the dip magnitude, which is proportional to protein concentration, contrast would come &om 
variations in immobiTized protein concentration &om voxel to voxel. Lurie has demonstrated 
implementation of a similar technique for quadrupole-dip based contrast in vive with a human subject in a 
whole body scanner (Lutie, 1999). 
Quadrupole Dip Itunghsg 
As explained above, tbe protein concentration is esumated by measuriog the magnitude of the 
quadrupole dip. This magnitude is de&nod as the difference between the measured relaxation rate snd an 
extrapolated "non-quadrupolar" relaxation rate at the highest dip &equency, 2. 84 MHz. The "non- 
quadrupolar" model for a highly aqueous system, i. e. , the relaxation dispersion we would expect if there 
was no quadrupolar dip, is given as: 
(35) 
Where R is the relaxation rate and A is a constant (Zhou and Bryant, 1994). A is determined by measuring 
2) at some &equency away &om the quadrupolar dip, for example, vu=3. 30 MHz. 
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A=R Jv (36) 
'Ihe extrapolated relaxadon rate, Jf is then calculated with A calculated from the non-quadrupole 
measured T&w Thus: 
(37) 
The quadrupole dip magnitude, Q in umts of s' is the ditference between the measured relaxation rate at 
the dip, Rs, snd tbe extrapolated relaxation rate at the same &equency, R, . 
b = Rs - R, = Rs - R ) t's (38) 
I have found no symbolic representation of the quadrupole dip magnitude in the literanue. I chose ( 
arbitrarily. Tbe typical range of values for g is 0. 5 to 2. 0 s ' (Jiao and Bryant, 1996). For quantitative 
measurements it is possible to calibrate the dip magnitude to protein concentration, &q„such that: 
(39) 
Jiao snd Bryant report 9 as a function of /b with a best-tlt slope of 0. 114 2 0. 006 and zero-intercept as— 
0. 47 d. 0. 09 for BSA/gluteraldebyde gels between 6 snd 20% concentration (Jiao and Bryant, 1996). 
Fhpping the axes to yield ~ as a fimction of I; to St the model I have descnl3ed above yields r& = 8. 80 k 
0. 47 and I) =4121079. 
Contrast Mechanism 
Contrast for MRI techniques is determined by tbe variable reactions of target atoms, usus)ly 
Hydrogen, in different dssues to the applied magnetic Golds. That is, some histological ddference between 
tissues atfects MR characteristics differently in the different tissues and is therefore detectable in tbe MR 
image. Proton density, longitudinal relaxation rate (I/Tt), and transverse relaxation rate (I/Ts) are the most 
common parameters examined with conventional MRI techniques. More recendy developed techniques 
such as Magnetic Transfer and Spin Diffusion imaging obtain contrast based on the motion of water 
molecules in relation to the surrounding macromolecules and membranes. Quadrupole Dip Imaging (QDD 
contrast is based on the histological and bistopathological differences in immobilized protein 
concentration among various tissues and pathologies. The quadrupole dip magnitude, which arises Gom 
electric quadrupolar interactions between 'H and N from amides in the protein backbones and water, is 
prop orb onal to the immobilized protein concentration by weight (Jiao and Bryant, 1996). QDI contrast is 
similar to MT contrast in that it measures an energy-exchanging interacfion between water sud 
macromolecules, however, the energy transfer mechanism ia QDI is primarfiy electric while MT coupling 
is primarily magnetic. As with aB MR techniques, QDI signal intensity is proportional to the number of 
target atoms that contribute to the ~ contrast parameter-in this case the number of 
hydrodyuamicagy accessible amides in the backbones of rotauonagy immobilized proteins. 
FleM Cycled Proton-Electron Double-~ Iumgtng (PEDRD 
QDI is conceptuaBy and practically very similar to the Field Cycled Proton-Electron Double- 
Resonance Imaging (PEDRD developed by Lurie's group at Aberdeen. In fact, it appears that Lurie's 
group was the first to produce a fuB QDI image (Lurie, 1999). I will briefiy describe the PEDRI technique 
as an introduction to the QDI technique and to indicate the source of valuable published results and 
experience in the development of low-cost FC componeats. PEDRI is a technique that images free radical 
concentrations by irradiating an elecutnt paramagnetic resoasnce (EPR) of the See radical hing studied 
while measuring the MRI sigaal (Lurie, et al. , 1988). EPR is the absorption of microwave radiaticu by an 
unpaired electron in a magnetic Geld. Under appropriate conditions interactions between the protons 
detectable by MRI and the free radicals enhance the MRI image in tbe free radical containing regions. By 
collecting the EPR enhanced image and the normal image consecutively and then tahng tbe difference of 
the two it is possible to map the density of the fee radicals (Lurie et aL, 1994). PEDRI suffers from 
excessive power deposition, which is overconm by Geld cycfing-by applying the EPR irradiation at a low 
Geld strength and reading out the NMR at a higher strength Lurie's group used a smafi resistive 
electromagnet enclosed in a larger magnet that is held at a constant strength while the smaller magnet is 
driven such that its Geld is opposite to the main magnet, thus lowering the Geld strength iu the imaging 
region (Lurie et aL, 1989). Lurie's group has further developed tbe dual magnet field-cycling technique 
(Lurie et al. , 1991; Lurie, 1994; Bares et al. , 199S; Puwanich, et al. , 1999). Tbe parallel of FC-PEDRI to 
QDI is obvious-two Geld strengths are used to create a difference image that isolates the contribution of a 
target atom. The hardware snd pulse sequence implementation for QDI will be somewhat similar to those 
developed by Lurie's group. 
QDI Pulse Sequences 
A detailed analysis of Prepolarized pulse sequences is beyond tbe scope of this article (see 
Chapter IV for a general description of PMRI pulse mquences). However, to analyze the potential for 
cfinical implementation we must consider constraints on tbe imaging mquence and verify that there are 
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potentiafiy viable options. We wiB consider considerations for quantitative protein concentration mapping 
and relative concentration-weighted imaging. Lurie used field-cycled, interleaved inversion- 
recovery/saturation-recovery pulse sequence and an interleaved field-cyded inversion recovery imaging 
pulse sequence to measure Tt quantitatively (Lurie, 1999). Quantitative Tt mapping is also used for 
temperature measurements (for example, Bertsch et aL, 1998; Wlodarczyk et al, 1999) and the insight 
gained there should transfer to PMRI sequence development. Jiao and Bryant demonstrated a relative 
approach that is fundamentally different &om the quantitative approach in that it assigns signal intensity 
based on the redo of tbe dip and non-dip signals instead of the difference between the sigaals (Jiao and 
Bryant, 1996). Ibis relafive approach may be more useful than quantitative measuremeats since it can 
probably be implemented in faster sequences. These might include snapshot or turbo FLASH (Tong and 
Prato, 1994; Haase, 1990; Puwanich et al. , 1999; Deichmann and Haase, 1992), Look-Locker Echo 
variants (Gowland and Mansfield, 1993; Kay and Henkelman, 1991), or TOMROP (Brix et aL, 1990; 
Gowland and Leach, 1992). Other work that might prove useful includes (Carlson, Crooks et al. , 1992; 
Bielecki et aL, 1984; Anoardo and Pusiol, 1996; Guiberteau and Grucker, 1996). Development of robust 
PMIU sequences wiB be an important research area. However, at present it seems safe to say that it is 
feasible to develop sequences that are adequate for clinical QDI. 
Error, Dynnmic Range, nnd Held ~ 
For the Tt measurements, precision is extremely impcatant and accuracy margimBy so. To be 
more specific, since we are concerned with a difference meanuement, coutrol of random error is more 
important than contml of systematic error. If some systematic error makes the Tt estimates inaccurate but 
maintains the relative separation of the extrapolated and dip values then there is no problem in the protein 
concentration estimate. 
Dynamic Range 
A major limitation of QDI with PMRI is the relative magnitude aud dynamic range of values 
involved. In Lurie's abstract, the dip magnitude is 15% of the Tt at that point(Lurie, 1999). In Jiao and 
Bryant the difference was 12% of Tt for an 18. 5% BSA gel (Jiao and Bryant, 1996). So, the entire 
dynamic range of clinically useful values is on the order of 20% of the measured vales. Ihus, a random 
5% error in one of the Tt measurements could propagate as a 25% error in dip magnitude and therefore 
sigoal intensity. Since signal intensity is proportional to a difference the errors in the individual 
measurements are additive. Ihus, a 5% uncertainty in each T, measurements results in a 10% uncertainty 
in the difference and a 50% uncertainty in the signal intensity. 
SMI Gain 
If the readout magnet of the PMRI scanner bas a field strength that is dose to the quadrupole 
transition field strengths the SNR gains &om PMRI are reduced. As described in Chapter 4, in PMRI, SNR 
«8, snd the improvement in SNR over conventional imaging is simply BJB„Jiao and Bryant used a dip 
frequency of 2. 84 MHz, and an off-dip frequency of 3. 30 MHz (Jiao snd Bryant, 1996). This corresponds 
to magnetic field strengths of 0. 0667 T snd 0. 0775 T, respectively. If we implement QDI on the PMRI 
scanner at the MRSL with its readout Geid of 0. 058 T (2. 46 MHz) the PMRI SNR gains sre 1. 15 snd 1. 34, 
respectively-hardly anything at afi. A possible solution to this problem is to develop ~ that would 
enable the electromagnet to be pulsed to s large magaitude (Bs» B, ) snd then quenched rapidly to some 
evolution Geld strength, B„before being queached completely to B» 
Quadrupole Dip Itttdt Jt 
The quadrupole dip peak is relatively broad, so not being perfectly at tbe peak does not produce 
large error. In Jiso and Bryant's paper the Full Width Half Maximum ~ of the major dip is 
approximately 300 kHz (Jiso and Bryant, 1996). The precise location of the dip on the frequency axis can 
vary slightly depending on factors that have yet to be precisely described. Reported values for the main 
dip, Le. , largest magnitude and highest &equency, include 2. 77 MHz (Carlson and Goldhaber et al. , 1992; 
Lurie, 1999), 2. 79 MHz (Koenig and Brown, 1991), snd 2. 84 MHz (Jiao snd Bryant, 1996). So, the 
expected peak location might vary by as much as 70 kHz. In Jiao and Bryant's data, moving away &om 
the peak center 70 kHz resulted in a change in the Tt estimate of less than -1. 5%. However, as described 
above, a 1. 5% error in the Tt estimate cold result in a -7. 5% error in protein concentration. Furthermore, 
since the evolution field is inhomogeneous, the entire volume of interest will not be prerisely on the dip 
&equency. If the inbomogeneity is significant over a voxel the measured magsitude will be less than the 
actual magnitude. If the inhomogeneity is over several voxels, some of the voxels wiB be on frequency 
while others are off, which decreases the validity of the protein concentration map. For aB parts of the 
sample to be within 70 kHz of tbe dip frequency requires homogeneity of only 24, 600 ppm. 
Electromagnet Headng 
Tbe relative inseusitivity of the quadrupole dip magnitude to the precision of the &equency 
sfieviates some of the concern about magnet heating. PMRI uses a resistive electromagaet that is low-cost 
snd can have varying field strengths. Current, I, is gad through the magnet, which generates s magnetic 
field whose magnitude is proportional to the magnitude of the current according to the Biot-Savsrt Law. 
However, the conducting material has a resistance, R, which causes it to dissipate power in the form of 
heat where tbe amount of heat power generated is equal to P=l R. Resistance, R, is related to resistivity, p, 
by: R = p(lla), where i=length and ~oss sectional area of the conductor. Resistivity is dependent on 
temperature by 1", 2, 5, or 'A powers depending on the temperature range and state of the material 
(Dyos and Farrell, 1992). 'Iherefore, the longer tbe magnet is "on" the greater amount of heat is generated 
and therefore the higher the resistance. Tbe magnet is driven by voltage-controlled chcuitry: it maintains 
the voltage at a constant value by changing the current if necessary. As the resistance mcreases while the 
voltage remains constant there is decrease in the current requirements by Obm's law: V=JR. Since dte 
magaetic Geld magnitude is directly propordonal to current magnitude, a change in cunent causes a 
change in Geld streagth which changes the net magnetization of the sample, i. e. , &tan one measurement to 
the next the Bs changes. For temperatures between 100-1200 K the resistivity of copper is linear (Khanna 
and lain, 1974; Metals, 1979; Domenicali and Cbristensen, 1961). In the linear region of a pum metal 
resistivity is related to temptzsture by: 
(40) 
where p is the resistivity, T is the temperauuu (in 'C or K), and a is the temperature coefficient of 
expansion (with units of 'C' or K'). Copper has a temperature coefficient of resistivity, a = 0. 0039 'C' 
(The Electronics Lilnnry, 2000). For the MRSL PMRI electromagnet, a current of 23 A generates a 
magnetic Geld of 0. 125I' (5. 32 MHz; Morgan, 1999). Thus, for frequencies of 2. 84 and 3. 30 MHz (0. 067 
T snd 0. 078 Tl, whee placed in a t106 T magnetic Geld the pulsed magnet requhes 1. 64 A and 3. 63 A, 
respectively. To change the Geld by 70 kHz (i. e. , cdf the dip fiequsacy of 2. 84 MHz) requires a change in 
current of 0. 3 A. For constant voltage, this requires a temperature change of 57'C. On the MRSL PMRI 
scanner, for I=100 A, the magnet heats at a rate of approximately 10 'Ctmin (Morgan, 1999), For QDI 
applications the currents required are two orders of magnitude less than this current snd the time the 
magnet is on is on the order of hundreds of milliseconds. It is unlikely that normal usage would generate 
this degree of temperature change. The relatively low heating rate also alleviates conceras about structural 
stability of the apparatus at high temperatures and patient safety and comfort. 
Volmge and Current Control 
'Ibe relatively small changes in Geld streagth requue relatively precise control of voltage and 
current. For the MRSL magaet a 70 kHz change in field strength requires 0. 3 A change in current. 
Therefore, the power supply should allow reliable control of current to a precision of at least 0. 1 A. 
Factors that Could Affect QDI Accuracy and Prechdtm 
'Ibe quadrupole dip arises &om magnetically ~ mobile water protons binding in the 
vicinity of NH protons snd coupling to those protons magneticaUy, which in turn couple to Nitrogen atoms 
electrically, which relax efficiently. In QDI we want to measure tbe number of proteins that are 
rotationally immobilized, which is indicated by the magnitude of the quadrupole dip. The correlation 
between tbe magnitude of the quadrupole dip and number of rotationally immobile proteins depends on: 
1) Degree of matching between the quadrupole trausitioa and the Larmor fiequencies of ' N and 'H 
2) Relative speed of the ' N Tt relaxation versus the 'H relaxation, i. e. , T, ' » Tt' 
3) Mobility of the water molecules 
4) Efficiency of communicatiou betwesm the two H on a given HsO molecule 
5) Availability of NH protons for couplmg 
6) Accuracy of Tt measurement 
7) Total number of protons contributing to signal 
Although the dip is based on a specific exchange, competing exchanges or factors that change the overall 
rate of exchange could affitct the magnitude of the dip. For example, Cackler showed that for ordinary 
protein relaxation some of these factors might include temperature, cholesterol concentration, pH, snd 
surface chemistry (Cackler, 1992). 
Protein Motions and Concentrations 
Below 10 MHz, the deyee of rotational tumbling of the protein is a sigtdficant factor in 
quadrupole dip amphtude. In a solution a protein rotates with a fiequency on the order of 1 MHz (Winter 
and Kimmich, 1982), which is fast enough to cause the net quadrupole interaction to average to zero (Jiao 
and Bryant, 1996). It is this rotational dependence that provides the connnst mechanism for QDL Side 
chain motions of proteins are insigaificsnt below 10 MHz irrespective of tumbling rate of whole molecule 
(Winter and Kimmich, 1982). 
The range of immobilized protein concentrations in tissues could affect the sensitivity of QDI 
studies. Protein concentradon in a muscle sample is approximately 20% and in an MS plaque 7. 5% (Rinck 
et al. , 1988). Koenig et al assert that typical tissue is 20% solids by weight (Koenig et al. , 1993). Brain 
white mattcs (WM) is approximately 25% myelin by wet weight aud myelin proteins constitute 28% of 
white matter protein (Norton and Aunllo, 1966). Myelin is 28-30% protein by dry weight (Svennerholm 
and Vanier, 1978; Norton and AutiTio, 1966). By manipulation of these percentages I estimate that the 
approximate protein concentration of CNS white matter is 27% by weight. 
( 
WM protein myelin protein myelin (0. 30)(0, 25) 
— 0. 27 (41) 
myelin protein myelin wet WM 0. 28 
The span of quadrupole dip magnitudes covers protein concentrations fiom 0 to 27%. The upshot is that a 
relatively small change in the total solids density of the brain tesults in a relatively large percentage 
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change in the imaging scale. For example, a 3% decrease in protein concentration by wet weight of the 
brain results in an 11% decrease in dip magnitude. Although this train of thought indicates that QDI could 
be a very sensitive modality, similar reasoning applied to the dynamic range of relaxation rate values, 
discussed below, indicates that sensitivity might be limited. 
Natural histological variations in protein distributiua could affect the efgcacy of QDI as a 
diagnostic device In the CNS, nerve ceBs are approximately 80% protein by dry weight and 20% by wet 
weight. Monkey cerebeBum white matter has a mean protein concentration of 344 g/kg dry tissue 
(standard deviation = 9 g/kg). Other regions of the monkey brain have concentrations ranging from 381- 
645 g/kg dry tissue (Friede, 1966, p. 358-359). Presuming humans have a similar distribution, because of 
natural variations in protein distribution, it might be difficult to observe a pathological abnormality. 
However, Friede observed that within a particular region the protein distribution tended to be uniform 
(Friede, 1966, p. 493). 
Mobility and Density of Water Moleca/es 
Some authors have reported a cotrelation between relaxation rate and water content (for example, 
Lundbom et al. , 1990; Fischer et al. , 1990). However, many other reviews and studies End no such 
correlation (Spiller et aL, 1994; Spiller et al. , 1995; Englund et al. , 1986; Kcenig et aL, 1984; Bottomley, 
1987). Spiller et al attributed variability in relaxometry independent of water content to histologic 
diversity, different rates of metabolism, dlthuences in protein content, changes in protein coaformation 
and organization, and ixnnpartmeatalization (Spiller et sL, 1995). In water/protein solutions and 
proteinated tissues the dispersion progle can be htfiuenced by the mobility of the water molecules (Koenig 
and Brown, 1984; SpiBer, et aL, 1995; Fatouros, et aL, 1991). This is affected by: 
I) Brownian motion of the macromolecules and solvent 
2) Protein/water interactions such as hydrogen bonding and protein/water collisions 
3) Compartmentalization by membranes that alters access of water to protein 
Molecular Size, Shape, and Temperature 
As would be expected, dip amplitude decteases signigcantly with temperature decrease (35 'C 
vs. 5 'C) due to an increase in the viscosity of water and the slowing of the rate of exchange of protons 
(Koenig, et al. , 1990). Temperature increase also increases the net ef&ciency of cross-relaxation between 
water and immobiTized proteins (Hinton snd Bryant, 1996; Conti, 1986b; Bottomley et al. , 1984; Beaulieu 
et al. , 1989). However, in the physiological range of temperature values these effects are almost negligible. 
Protein molecular size, shape, and side chain motions could all potentially affect the mobility of water and 
its access to the relaxation sites. The size affects the momentum and rate of tumbling, but if the protein is 
immobilized these factors sre no longer a concern. Furthermore, m a clinical imaging environment with 
voxel sizes on the order of mifiimeters, each voxel wiB contain many different types of proteins, so even if 
there is difi'erential interaction with a particular type of protein it is likely that the effect wiB average out 
due to the large number of different proteins. As mentioned above, side chain motions of proteins are 
insignificant below 10 MHz Irrespective of tumbling rate of whole molecule (Winter sud Kimmich, 1982). 
Solvent Vr'scosiry 
Solvent viscosity could have a significant effect on water pmton mobility. To understand this 
concern we must be careful to differentiate between macroscopic sud microscopic viscosity. Macroscopic 
viscosity refers to the bulk behavior of the fiuid. Microscopic viscosity refers to the ability of individual 
molecules to move past each other. Although microscopic and macroscopic viscosity are obviously related 
to each other, in a heterogeneous fiuid they are not necessarily qualitatively the same. For example, 
consider congealed (not dotted) blood, which although very viscous on a macroscopic level, leaves 
interstices too large to substanfively alter the thermal motion of water on a microscopic level (Koenig and 
Brown, 1984). Viscosity is a concern in the case of vasogenic edema, such as in multiple sclerosis, where 
the edema has a high concentration of solute protein and a concomitant smafi increase in macroscopic 
solvent viscosity (Naruse et al. , 1986; Brtick, et al. , 1997; Bloomfield et aL, 1998). However, on the 
microscopic scale the water mobility is not sigSuficantiy restricted because of the relative size of the 
protein molecules. A change in the concentration of smaller molecules, such as glucose, could have a more 
significant eflect on the microscopic viscosity. CSF can have a variable composifion under normal 
circumstances and MS can alter those concentrations (for example, Osenbruck et al. , 1985). 
It seems clear that the degree of edema does atfect the measured relaxation rate (Fatouros et al. , 
1991). A significant concern with proteinaceous vasogenic edema is how it affects the validity of the one- 
parameter model and thus the relative dip magnitude. gabe assumption of the one-parameter model was that 
there was a population of mobile solvent molecules and rotafionafiy immobilized protein molecules snd 
that the relaxation of the solvent protons can be modeled as equation (35]. In the case of vasogenic edema 
there is a contribution to relaxation fiom mobile proteins. Consider two samples with equal masses of 
immobilized proteins and equal volumes of liquid, one with pure water snd the other with a protein 
solution. Although the protein solution wiB have fewer molecules of water it is probably not enough to 
reduce the number of protons relaxed by the quadrupole relaxation sink. However, protons in the proteiu 
solution sample can be relaxed by mobile and immobile proteins (and of course other water molecules) so 
the relative contribution by the ' N sink, and therefore the magnitude of the quadrupole dip, will be 
lessened. %he magnitude of this effect could have important ramifications for the in vive precision Fossil&le 
with QDI. Another concern with edema is that it changes the local volume of the tissue. Will QDI be able 
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to distinguish between a change in volume that leads to a lesser protein concentration reading and protein 
degradation that leads to a lesser concentration readingy 
Compartmentalization 
Compartmentalization-the confining of water populations to specific regions by membranes-does 
not directly interfere with the ' N-'H relaxation. What it might do is affect the relative effect on the total 
sigaal amplitude, since it could isolate protons &om the quadrupole relaxation sink and proton populations 
&om tbe "relaxed" protons that communicate the relaxation efficiency of the few quadmpolar interactions 
to the whole population. Thus, there could be a tissue with a significant hydrated, immobilized protein 
concentration that is isolated from a large part of the local water populafion. Tbe QDI measurement of dus 
tissue will report low protein concentration because the relaxation wiB be relatively confined to the few 
water protons in direct communicatiou with Ihe proteins. There are several reasons why 
compartmentalization should have a minimal effect. On a microscopic scale, compartmentalizatioa efiects 
will be averaged out over the voxel size used for scanning. Consider two situaticus: (1) two water proton 
populations with volumes on the order of intracefiular compamuents in citne proximity to one another, 
one perfectly isolated Rom any immobilized protein system and the other in efficieat communication with 
an immobilized protein system, and (2) the same as the first situation, bat remove the membranes that 
separate the populations, afiowing efficient mixing of the two. In tbe first case the population in contact 
the protein wiB relax quicker, i. e. , have a greater relaxation rate, than the non-protein population. 
However, when the signals from tbe two populatioas are averaged together as part of a single voxel the 
enhanced relaxation is "communicated" to the isolated proton population. In the second case tbe relaxation 
is communicated to Ihe second population mechanically, resulting in an average relaxation rate similar 
(though certainly not necessarily equal) to the average rate that comes about through intravoxel averaging. 
Koenig asserts that in most cases membranes restrict water proton mobility by at most a factor of two and 
are ofien negligible (Koenig, 1995; Koenig et aL, 1990), so the assumption above of perfect isolation of 
the populations is weak. On a macroscopic scale compartmentalization wiB have a detrimental effect on 
accuracy. For example, at tbe borders of the ventricles in tbe brain partial volume averaging between the 
solid tissue and the CSF wiB result in spurious readings. Myelinated tissues (i. e. , white matter) present an 
interesting and special case that will be discussed below in tbe section on white matter. 
Natural Abundance 
One concern is tbe natural abundance of ' N and 'H in tissue. Since ' N does not have a 
quadrupole moment, if it was present in any significant amount in natural systems it would decrease the 
observed matputude of the quadrupole dip in a sample. However, ' N's natural abundance of 0. 366 % 
compared to the 99. 634 % abundance of "N (CRC, 1-10) make this concern completely negligible. 'Ibere 
is a similar concern for H or D20. Since a deuteron's magnetic moment is small compared a proton's 
magnetic moment (+0. 857 versus + 2. 793 nuclear malptetons, respectively, CRC, 11-39) the 
hydrodynamic relaxation interaction between the hydrogen atoms on a given water molecule are reduced 
to the point of being negligible (Koenig et aL, 1984). Furthermore, because of their greater mass, 
deuterons do not exchange efficiently and thus interfere with the treater of energy from water-protons to 
NH protons snd significantly reduce the quadrupole dip amplitude (Xoenig and Brown, 1984). But, with 
deuterium's natural abundance of 0. 015 % (CRC, 1-10), this concern is also completely negligible. 
Chemical Environment 
' N-'H coupling is not direct but involves transport of magnetic eaergy (spin difibsion) through at 
least one intervening exchangeable proton (Koenig and Brown, 1984; Koenig, 1988). Therefore, dip 
amplitude can be infiuenced by factors other than the number of ' N and 'H nuclei available for coupling, 
such as the ease of hydrogen bonding. Therefore, the chemical environment of the exchange could have a 
profound impact on relaxation e(ficiency. In general, proton/macromolecule interactions are pH 
dependent. (Kucharczyk et al. , 1994) snd changes in the chemical environment correlated to histological 
changes, such as cakification and hemorrhage, have been shown to affect relaxation and MRI contrast 
(Henkelmsn et aL, 1991; Tsuruda snd Bradley, 1987; Gomori et aL, 1987; Thulbotn et al. , 1990). Changes 
in Sodium snd Potassium concentration levels that accompany demyelination in multiple sclerosis could 
also have an effect. In transplsntable human gliobastoma SF295 grown in athymic nude mice pH snd fiesh 
hemorrhage were not directly correlated to Ifl't (Spiller et al. , 1995). However, to my kaowledge, the 
effect of these factors on quadrupole dip has not been carefully studied, so auy conclusions at this point 
must remain tentative. It is conceivable that sn increase in pH could slow the amount of hydrogen bonding 
snd thus decrease the number of water protons relaxed by NH relaxation centers and therefore decream the 
dip magnitude. However, in the physiologic pH range this is probably a relatively small effect. As before, 
we must consider microscopic changes in pH snd macroscopic, but again as before, for a voxel with 
dimensions on the order of millhneters the microscopic effects should average out. Cholesterol has been 
shown to increase the Tt relaxation rate of white matter (Koenig et aL, 1990; Koenig, 1990). The potential 
effects of cholesterol on quadrupole dip magnitude wiB be discussed in the section on white matter. 
White i)fatter 
At typical imaging fields white matter Tt is approximately a fitctor of two shorter than that of 
(pay matter even though white matter has -12% less water than gray matter (Koenig sud Brown, 1991). 
Myelinated white matter has significantly differtmt structure snd chemical composition than gray matter. It 
is predominately composed of long, tubular axons that are -2 microns in diameter that are bounded by a 
phospholipid membrane of -60 A, which is surrounded by a layer of extracellular water -120 A (-40 
water molecules) thick, which is in turn surrounded by the myelin sheath. The myelin sheath is a "spiral 
wrapping of specialized oligodendritic cells" comprised of -12 layers of a "repeating structure of lipid- 
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cytoplasm-lipidextracefiular water". Tbe repeat distance is -150 A and the sheath contains approximately 
40% water. In myelinated white matter the majority of the water is in the intracellulsr cytoplasm 
(axoplasm) of the axons of the neurons (Koenig aud Browa, 1991). 
Myelin lipids do not contribute to the MRI intensity (Bottomley et aL, 1964) and myelin water 
comprises only -15% of the total water, which is too little to dominate the signal by simple partial volume 
averaging (Koenig and Brown, 1991). However, it is myelin waters that create the enhanced relaxation 
rate-cholesterol in the myelin faciTitates relaxation of water protons, which thea diffusively mix with the 
axoplasmic waters to lower the overall relaxatiou rate (Koenig et sl, 1990; Koenig, 1991). Tbe geometry 
of cholesterol in myelin creates "potholes"-depressions in the macromolecular intcrfitce that are well 
suited for relatively long-lived hydrogea bonding of water molecules. These potholes do, in fact, 
efficiently bind water molecules and thus increase their relaxation rate by slowing them hydrodynamically 
aad facilitating magnetization transfer between the water protons and the cholesterol backbme (Koenig, 
1991). Then, the relaxed water molecules communicate efficiently with the axoplasmic waters by 
diffusion. Even though the myelin lipid bilaytr is relatively water impermeable the relatively close spacing 
of the successive turns of tbe myelin sheath makes tbe surfaoe to volume ratio relatively high and 
consequently makes the rate constant for exchange also relatively high (Koenig et aL, 1990). The rate 
constant of exchange is temperature dependent but the dependence is probably not large enough to be 
significant in the physiological range of temperatures (Koenig et sl, 1990). 
The concern for cholesterol-facilitated relaxation is that the quadrupole and cholesterol pathways 
wifi compete, resulting in a relative reduction in tbe magnitude of the quadrupole dip, i. e. , for two samples 
with equal protein concentration but one with cholesterol, the cholesterol containing sample will have a 
smafier dip magnitude. White matter has a lower protein concentration than gray mauer, so we would 
expect that the white maner dip will be smaller than the gray msuer dip, with the ratio of tbe dip 
magnitudes equal to the ratio of the protein concentrations. If tbe white matter dip is significantly smaller 
than the ratio predicts then there is another competing effect, very possibly cholesterol. As an initial 
indicator of the magnitude of this effect, consider quadrupole dips published by Carlson et al (Csrlsoa et 
al. , 1992). Although the dip resolution snd scale and lack of apparent structure makes it difilcult to 
estimate the dip magnitude precisely, I estimate tbe magnitudes to be -0. 3 s'and -0. 4 s' for white matter 
and gray matter, respectively, which gives a gray to white matter dip ratio of -1. 3. In monkey brain 
concentration ratios for various difierent parts of the brain range &om 1. 4 to 1. 9 (Friede, 1966, p. 358- 
359). So, presuming that concentration ratios for human brain are similar in magnitude, the white matter 
dip does not appear to be minimized relative to the gray matter dip-if anything tbe white matter dip 
magnitude is enhanced. Thus, as an initial approximation, tbe cholesterol can be assumed to have a 
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negbgible effect on quadrupole dip magnitude in white matter. This issue wiB require further research-to 
determine if the white matter relaxation profile can be modeled as a protein/water system as described in 
Chapter V and if the cholesterol has any effect on the measmed quadrupole dip magnitude. 
Practical Vlality of a PMRI system 
For medical technology to be useful it must be clinically and economically viable. That is, tbe 
risk/benefit snd cost/benefit analyses of the refemng physician, patient, and sponsoring institution must 
indicate that tbe system is worth usmg. 
Safety and Comfort 
There is a great deal of literature that indicates that MRI is a safe modality (for example, 
Shellock, 2001) and, by extension, PMRI also. Furthermore, since PMRI is a low-field technique, energy 
deposition in scanning and the projectile hazard are lessened. A potential concern is the rate at which the 
electromagnet pulses. 1. 3 T/sec is a high enough dB/dr to induce retinal magnetophosphenes (Marg E, 
1991). The threshold for motor nerve stimulation is approximately 60 T/s (Cohen et aL, 1989). Both of 
these values indicate the threshold dfildt at which tbe patient becomes aware of an interaction and do not 
indicate the safety threshold, which is much higher (Marg E, 1991). Current PMRI scanners are within 
these safety thresholds: Carlson's scanner bad dB/dt of 6 T/s (Carlscu et al. , 1992), Lurfe reports 3T/s 
(Lurie, 1999), and Morgan reports ~12 T/s (Morgan et aL, 2000). However, in the future the use of mtue 
rapid pulsing techniques to overcome ramping problems could increase the rate of change of the field past 
acceptable limits. Thus, although there is a slight concern about the changing field rate, the decision to use 
PMRI will be based almost entirely on economics, pafient comfort, and diagnostic utility, and not on 
safiuy. 
Although safe, some patients find tbe MRI exam to be uncomfortable and report claustrophobia, 
high temperanue, loud noise, and long examinations as being contributors to the discomfort (Mclsaac et 
al. , 1998; MacKenzie et aL, 1995). Anxiety levels ranging &om apprehension to severe reactions that 
interfere with the performance of the test occur in approximately 4% to 30% of patients undergoing MRI 
(Melendez and McCrank, 1993). Around 14% of MRI patients required sedatives in order to successfully 
complete the examination (Murphy and Brunberg, 1997). Since PMM is a low-field teclmique it could 
conceivably be transferred to a more patient-friendly open scanner clinical applications, which makes 
imaging possible for most claustrophobic patients-one study reports that 94% of patients who were unable 
to complete a convenfional scan due to dausttophobia were able to complete the exam in an open scauner 
(Spouse and Gedroyc, 2000). However, the pulsed electromagnet and tbe receiver coil must still be placed 
close to tbe patient and might cause psychological discomfort, A particular concern is for bead imaging 
(versus extrentity imaging). Murphy and Brunberg report that the head coil seems to heighten the 
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claustrophobic reaction, since 16. 2 % of the brain scan patients they studied required sedation while only 
2. 5% of the extremity patients required sedation (Murphy and Bnmberg, 1997). So, although PMRI should 
be able to get away &om the whole-body magnet claustrophobia, there are still conceras about 
claustrophobia induced by the head coil and magnet. Imaging time and temperature in the scanner wiB 
require further examination. 'Ibe pulsed electromagnet could potentially generate enough heat to make the 
patient uncomfortable. Appropriate cooling strategies wiB potentially have to be developetL Since QDI is a 
difference measurement it will require twice as many data points as a regular quantitative Tt scan. The low 
Geld nature implies low SNR, which requires that more averages be takes. Tbe increased SNR of PMRI, 
presuming a prepolarized pulse and an evolution pulse, should offset this concern to some degree. QDI 
with PMRI will probably be a relatively lengthy examination. Loud uoises due to impact betvnmn the 
gradient coils and their mounts caused by Lorentz forces is a significant problem (Brummet et al. , 1988; 
Hurwitz et al. , 1989; McJury, 1995). As a low-Geld permanent magnet system, PMRI will probably have 
minimum clicking (for example, Kramer et al. , 1989). Although the pulsed electromagnet will also 
experience Lorentz forces its much larger mass relative to a gradient coil will probably prevent it &om 
impacting its mounts and making noise. 
Distribution Consideranons for Clinical Implementation 
Tbe cost of PMRI includes the cost of the hardware, installation, housing prepsmtions, 
maintenance, supply, and support personnel. As demonstrated earlier, PMRI is less expensive than the 
high-field MRI scanners currently popular for clinical imaging. Lower cost translates into lower patient 
cost, more frequent testing, and wider geographic availability of the testing. However, simply lowering 
cost is not enough The factors that lead to medical spending decisions can be complicated and do not 
always limit themselves to simple &ee-market competition and concern for patient welfare. Govenuuent 
regulation, academic support, public relations concerns, and professional culture can all play signiGcant 
roles (Kau&nan, 1996; Passariello, 1997; Takahashi, 1997). Thus, a hospital might choose to buy a mare 
expensive high-Geld imaging system, citing its higher spatial resolution, thinner image slices, greuler 
contrast, shorter acquisitions, and speciGc high-Geld applications (Bradley WG, 1996) when in reality the 
motivation is public relations (i. e. , "we have tbe biggest and bestest machine money can buy") or the 
research interests of some of the physicians or faculty or some other non-rigorously defendable, though 
not dishonorable, motivation. PMRI could be distributed ia two ways: 
1) As a complete, stand-alone PMRI system (MRI magnet, console, electromagnet, pulsing 
circuitry, and so&ware) for head and extremity imaging 
2) As an insert that converts existing MRI systems into PMRI systems (electromagnet, pulsing 
circuitry, and sofhvare) for head and extremity imaging 
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Because of the disadvantages of larger aperture pulsed magnets, PMRI is probably going to be a head and 
extremity imaging tecimique, or maybe, with a surface field coil, a heart imaging techuique (Carlson and 
Goldhaber et al, 1992). The insert approach includes two subsets: a oae-time "upgrade" of the existing 
scanner to a PMRI scanner or a removable insert that can be removed for normal scanner operation and 
inserted for the occasional QDI exam. PMRI could be marketed/presented as an improved way to do 
convenfional MRI or as a relaxometer. Variations on the marketing strategies include: 
I) Conventional MRI contrast imaging system with enhanced SNR (no QDI capabilities) 
2) Dedicated QDI protein concentration mapping system 
3) Conventional MRI contrast imaging system with enhanced SNR and QDI capabiTities 
4) Conventional MRI scanner with option for QDI capabiTities 
Several I'actors will determine the viability of distributing PMRI. These include: 
I) Diagaostic value of QDI 
2) Trends in MR equipment acquisition 
3) Cost of implementation 
4) Number of Low-6eld scanners currently in use and their field streagths 
QDI having significant diagnostic value is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition to ensure 
PMRI's clinical diffusion, but it would help. There are maay other factors that wiH affect the spread of 
PMRI technolotD, but if there were a clear diagnostic advantage in QDI, the low-cost of PMRI would help 
it spread quickly. If QDI turns out to be an intellectually interesting technique with little cfinical value 
PMRI could still achieve wide diffusion based on its low-cost and enhanced SNR In the face of changing 
socioeconomic views on medical reimbursement much research snd debate has focused on ways to make 
imaging more cost effective. Several studies show that lower-cost low-field systems ate comparable to tbe 
more expensive high-Geld systems in diagnostic efficacy (Lee et al. , 1995; Steinberg et al. , 1990; Omson 
et al. , 1991; Parizel et al. , 1997), so providing a low-cost way to improve SNR seems like a robust 
strategy, especially as part of a tiered network of lower-cost, lower SNR scanners feeding di%cult cases to 
fewer, more expensive machines (Parizel et al. , 1997). Some have suggested that the socioeconomic 
pressure will push MR acquisition strategies toward low-field and dedicated extremity systems (Passriello, 
1997). Of course, others have argued that higb-field imagbtg provides more "bang for the buck" because 
of its higher spatial resolution, thinner image slices, greater contrast, shorter acquisitions, and specific 
high-field applications snd that high-Geld is the trend of the future (Bradley, 1996). The argument for low- 
field systems is strengthened if QDI turns out to provide specific useful information. 
Expending the capital outlay to purchase an MR system that only does one thing, i. e. , images one 
part of tbe body with a limited range of imaging techniques, at 6rst inspection seems like bad business. 
However, the low-cost and size of dedicated low-Geld imaging scanners make them a viable clinical 
option (for example, Arbogast-Ravier et al. , 1995). There are 113 dedicated scanners in Europe as of 1997, 
which is 8% of the total number of European MRI systems (Pasariefio, 1997). From 1994 to 1997 there 
was a 3. 1% decrease in the number of medium-low Geld MIU units (0. 5 T or less) in Europe because of 
the marked increase in the diffusion of dedicated scanners. So, if QDI is diagaostically useful there is a 
potential market for dedicated QDI scanners. 
If the PMRI apparatus is presented as an insert for existing scanners then the marginal cost, i. e. , 
the added cost for the operating faciTity to acquire and maintain the system, is small If the whole body 
magnet and the imaging console are already in place then the insert requires an elecuomagnet (- $10, 000), 
power supply (- $20, 000), pulsing circuitry (- $5, 000), and software upgrades, installation, and training (- 
$25, 000). As a rough estimate this could be done for & $60, 000, which fits reasonably well within the 
budget of most imaging faciTities. As was described earlier, the capital outlay for a complete stand-alone 
PMRI system is much less than that of a high-field system and closely comparable to a low-Geld system. 
In 1994 10% of world's MRI scanners bad Geld strengths of less than 0. 5 T and 39% had a Geld 
strength of 0. 5 T (Pasariello, 1997). Furthermore, in the US in 1994 8. 8% of new MRI scanners sold had 
Geld strengths between 0. 21 T and 0. 5 T and 16% had strengths of 0. 21 T or below (Marti-Bonmati and 
Kormano, 1997). So, there is a large number of scanners that could potenfially receive the PMRI insert, 
However, the marginal return on the investment of adding PMRI capabilities to a 0. 5 T scanner are much 
less than adding them to a & 0. 5 T scanner since the relative SNR improvement decreases and the technical 
and the bioeffect issues much more significant since more power is required and larger fields have to be 
switched quickly (Car)son and Goidhaber et al. , 1992). Furrhermore, for scanners with Geld strengths 
greater than 0. 06 T, QDI studies will requue that the electromagnet field be driven in opposition to the 
main magnet (to achieve the quadrupole dip frequeucy 0. 066 T), which destroys the SNR improvement 
and for the medium Geld magaets requires significant power. Marti-Bonmaii and Kormano report that 
only about 200 scanners in the 0. 02-0. 064 T fieid range have been installed (Marti-Bonmati and Kormano, 
1997), so there are not many machines (of the 15, 000 in the world) that fit the optimal target description 
for a PMRI insert. Nevertheless, saying that PMRI inserts atu not going to be the next cash cow of medical 
technology companies does not necessarily mean that it is not economically viable to produce inserts. The 
advent of PMRI technology could increase the demand for ultra-low Geld machines. 
QDI could non-invasivciy provide a map of immobilized protein-an indicator of tissue integrity 
and the histopathological substrate of disease. When implemented with PMRI it could do so at relatively 
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low cost. A more detailed analysis of QDI's potential value requires that we consider specific conditions. I 
have chosen Multiple Sclerosis as a case study and will review it and QDI's potential advantages for its 
study in the next chapter. I will focus on the information value that QDI might provide and will ignore the 
cost benefits of implementation with PMRI snd any corollary benefits. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
QDI FOR MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS 
Introduction nnd Background un Multiple Sderosis 
I have reviewed various elements of Multiple Sclerosis (MS) prevalence, pathology, diagnosis, 
and treatment in an attempt to evaluate the potential value of QDI for MS study. 
Prevalence and Perniciousness 
Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is an inflammatory demyelinating disease of the central nervous system 
(CNS) with approximately 300, 000 cases in the United States (Anderson, et al. , 1992) and approximateiy 
1. 1 million worldwide (Dean, 1994). Symptoms, which stem from neurological damage, can include 
spasticity, muscle weakness and paralysis, excretory and sexual dysfunction, loss of balance and 
coordination, blindness, memory loss, and depression, among others (Rosenblum aad Saffir, 1998; Miller, 
1998; Olek, 1999). Most patients ( 85%) experience a relapse-remit illness with relatively long periods of 
clinical quiescence and recovery interspersed with periodic worsening. Some patients (~15%) experience 
progressive disease from the onset and many patients exhibit relapse-remit behavior for several years and 
then switch to the relentlessly progressing variant (Arnason, 1999; IIlckey, 1999). In almost all cases, 
however, neurological damage eventually accumulates, destroying the patient's cognitive and motor 
abilities and rendering the patient incapacitated. Besides the human suffering and degradation in quality of 
life for the patient and those around them, the national annual cost of MS was approximately $9. 7 billion 
in 1994 (Whetten-Goldstein et al. , 1996). 
In his review of MS, Olek (Olek, 1999) attributes the first report on au MS case to OHivier in 
1824 (Ollivier, 1824). There was some work on MS in subsequent years but the first careful 
clinicopathological description snd analysis was by Charcot and his students, with the seminal paper 
published in 1868 (Charcot, 1868). Since that time MS has been studied extensively (for example, &om 
1960 to 2000 Medline lists approximately 20, 000 articles under the keyword "multiple sclerosis" ). 
Unfortunately, however, its etiology remains unknown. Epidemiological studies implicate environmental 
and genefic factors but have been unable to elucidate those factors (Martyn and Gale, 1997; Olek, 1999). 
Much speculation about etiology focuses on the role of viruses in causing an autoreactive immune 
mediated attack (Antel, 1999). 
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The Central Nervous System, Myelin, and Brain Protein Concentrations 
The CNS is composed of two types of cells: neurons and neuroglia, of which neurons are tbe 
majority. There are four types of neuroglia found in the CNS, which collectively fill about half of tbe 
CNS. They are: astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, microglia, and ependymal cells. Astrocytes are star shaped 
cells with many processes that help maintain chemical balance, help form the Blood-Brain Barrier (BBB), 
and provide a link between neurons and blood vessels. Oligodendrocytes are the most numerous glial cells 
in the CNS. They are smaller and have fewer processes than astrocytes. 'Ihey produce the myelin sheath 
that encases neurons. Microglia are phagocytic cefis that help keep things clean and healthy. Ependymal 
cefis line ventricles, make Cerebrospinal Fiuid (CSF), and assist in CSF circulation. CNS tissues are 
lumped into two broad ciassifications: White and Gray matter. White matter is aggregations of myelinated 
processes I'rom many neurons. Gray matter contains unmyelinated cells (Torture and Grabowski, 1996). 
Tbe white mauer of the brain is approximately 50% myelin by dry weight (25% myelin by wet 
weight) and 70% water (wet weight). Myelin proteins consfitute 28% of white matter protein (non-myelin 
tissues contribute the other 72%) (Norton and Autilio, 1966). Myelin is 28-30% protein snd &5% lipid by 
dry weight. Wet myelin is approximately 40% water. (Svennerholm and Vanier, 1978; Norton and Autilio, 
1966). Nerve ceBs are approximately 80% protein by weight. Cerebellum white matter (for a monkey) has 
a mean protein concentration of 344 g/kg dry tissue (sd&). Other regions of the brain have concentrations 
ranging from 381-645 g/kg dry tissue) (Friede, 1966, p. 358-359). 
Pathological Progression and Histology 
The major MS pathological feature is focalized regions of demyelination, called plaques or 
lesions in afi regions of the brain and spinal chord, including white matter and gray matter, although most 
lesions are in white matter. These lesions develop over time and display difFerent characteristics 
depending on their relative age. These characteristics can include demyelination, edema, gliosis, 
hypocefiularity, axonal destruction, and remyelination. The initial event seems to inc)ude a local 
breakdown of the Brain Blood Barrier (BBB) (McDonald, et aL, 1992). In the Charcot variant (which is 
the most common and bas lesions that have similar characteristics as most other variants), lesions can be 
classified as acute, chronic-active, or chronic-inactive based on histological characteristics and how fast 
they grow (Hickey, 1999; Trapp, et al. , 1999; Rosenblum and Sacr, 1998). 
Coincideat with breakdown of the BBB and continuing for some time afierward is active 
demyelination. These acute lesions display hyperemia, edema, myelin swelling, an abundance of 
macrophages and lymphocytes, endotbelial cell activation, plasma oefis reduction, oligodendrocyte 
reduction, demyelination, and possibly concurrent remyelination. If the macrophages contain myelin 
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protein debris then the plaque is young (2-3 weeks). If the protein debris has degraded but the 
macrophages are still lipid-laden then the plaque is 2-3 months old (Trapp et al. , 1999). The edema 
associated with MS is primargy vasogenic and therefore contains large amounts of protein originating 
from blood serum (Bruck, et al. , 1997). Gliosis, the multiplication of glial processes, increases physical 
density and increases concentration of glial gbrillary acid protein (GFAP) in the region of the lesion. 
Ager some period of active demyelination the lesion might progress to a secondary stage. 
Chronic-acgve lesions have a quiescent center and an active margin. 'Ihe center might display 
remyelination and active margin has characteristics of acute lesion. It is generally expanding, although the 
expansion may be symmetrical or asymmetricaL Some lesions might become chronic-inactive in that there 
is no evidence of ongoing demyelination but there is degnitively an abnormality. The chronic-inactive 
lesion is a "quiescent glial scar" with a sharp boundary between myelinated and demyelinated tissue. 
Oligodendroglial cells are markedly diminished or absent and the number of axons diminishes with plaque 
age. Preceding complete axonal destruction is the proliferation of axonal ovoids and the concurrent 
accumulation of amyloid precursor protein (APP) in the ovoids (Trapp, et aL, 1999). Axonal destruction 
correlates to a decrease in the N-acetyl aspartate/Creatine (NAA/Cr) ratio (Fu, et al. , 1998). There is 
eventual brain atrophy (Simon, 1999). 
Some studies also detect diffuse abnormality in the normal appearing white matter (NAWM) in 
the immediate but normal appearing regions around plaques snd in the whole brain (Simon, 1999; Adams, 
1983; Blakemore and Keirstead, 1999; Christiansen et sl. , 1993). In some MS cases the CNS has been 
shown to spontaneously remyelinate. Remyelination can occur simultaneous with demyelination and after 
demyelination. Myelin sheaths produced by remyelinatiou are thinner and have a shorter internodal length 
than the original sheaths. Remyelination is distinguished &om partial demyelination by the uniformity of 
remyelinated sheaths (versus the tapering found in partial demyelinagon) (Scolding and Franldin, 1997). 
Approximately 40% of acute lesions exhibit remyelination over more than 10% of the lesion area during 
ongoing inQammation (Princes et aL, 1993; Raine and Wu, 1993). Remyelination arises from 
oligodendrocytes progenitor cells that were outside of the region of demyelination and corresponds to a 
decrease in the number of progenitor cells in the surrounding aon-demyelinated white matter (Blakemore 
and Keirstead, 1999). 
The cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) also undergoes signigcant change concurrent with MS progression 
(Lowenthal and Raus, 1987; Osenbruck et al. , 1985; Glikmann et al. , 1980). These include elevation of 
myelin basic protein (MBP) and its autoantibodies (Cohen et al. , 1978; Warren and Catz, 1999), decrease 
of somatostatin (Roca et aL, 1999), increased Immunoglobulin G and plasma ceB levels (Farlow et al. , 
1987), increased matrix metafioproteinase-9 levels (lcppert et al. , 1998), snd possibly increased nitric 
oxide levels (Svenningsson et al. , 1999; de Bustos et sl, 1999). 
Heterogeneity 
MS is s very diverse, heterogeneous disease. Although the bsfimsrk feature is the presence of 
multiple demyelinated lesions in the CNS, there is peat diversity in lesion histology, pathology, size, 
number, and location fiom patient to patient and lesion to lesion. There is also diversity in symptoms, 
relapse frequeacy, and disability progression &om patient to patient and even for sn individual patient 
(Hickey, 1999; Trapp, et al. , 1999; Miller, 1998). Since it can begin at a young sge and ofien does not kiB 
the patient, MS can affiict individuals with a broad range in sge, which means that normal development 
and degradation of the CNS can change the character of the lesions snd the surrounding CNS. Also, 
lesions which appear the same in Ts-weighted images are often heterogeneous histopathologicafiy (Simon, 
1999). 
MS is an umbrella classificafion of pathology and clinical symptomology. Various authors 
identify fi om two to six "variants" of MS with various, often with contradictory and non-mutuaffy 
exclusive definitions. Each variant has a somewhat unique, although not exclusive, presentation with some 
histological differences in the plaques. These include Classical or Chsrcot MS, Acute or Primary 
Progressive MS (PPMS), Relapsing-Renutting MS (RRMS), Secondary-Progressive MS (SPMS), 
Marburg's Disease, Neuromyelifis Optics or Devic's Disease, Bslo's Concentric Sclerosis, Myelinoclastic 
Diffuse Sclerosis (MDS) or Schilder's disease, and Massive Reversibel Demyelinating Icsions of Kepes 
(Hickey, 1999; Wbitham and Bray, 1985; Bitsch et sl. , 1999; Kira et al. , 1993; McDonneB and Hawkins, 
1996), The Charcot variant is by far the most common with a prevalence of around 85% (McDonneB and 
Hawkins, 1996). The Primary Progressive variant occurs in 15-20% of cases (Weinshenker BG, 1994). 
The other variants have a low prevalence or are concomitant with the major presentations. The 
heterogeneous presentation of MS presents a taB order for clinical and laboratory study. Imaging 
modalities must be able to distinguish lesions that present in aff shapes, sizes, and distributioas snd in afi 
different types of CNS tissue, induding at boundaries betwa:n tissues snd at the borders near CSF. 
Furthermore, it also most disfinguish MS lesions from other demyelinating abnormaBties such as those 
caused by progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy or acute disseminated encephalomyelitis, 
Therapy and the Case for Early Treatment 
MS is a treatable disease. Betaseron, Avonex, Rebif, and Copaxone are immunomodulatory 
treatments that have been shown to be effective in the treatment of relapse-remitting MS. Attack 
frequency, attack severity, accumulated disease burden (number and size of lesions showing up in MRI), 
snd disease activity are aff reduced with these treannents. Accumulation of disaMity was reduced in some 
studies but not others. Betaseron can be used to treat progressive MS (Aruason, 1999; Tselis and Lisak, 
1999). All of the current MS therapies focus on preventing or delaying relapse and thereby delaying the 
inevitable neurological deficit accumulation. None of them csn permanently stop progression. Therefore, 
the sooner diagnosis is made and treatment begins the longer the individual will live without deficit. Also, 
patients ia the Copaxone study who had the mildest disease seemed to do the best, which suggests early 
intervention is advantageous (Bourdette, et al, 1999; Rudick, 1999). Further, the Medical Advisory Board 
of the National Multiple Sclerosis Society recently issued a statemeat supporting early disease modifying 
therapy for relapsing multiple sclerosis (R-MS) (Cobea, et al. , 1999). 
Even though these is an immediate therapeutic advantage for early detection, it is not like breast 
cancer where early detection increases treatment efficacy by fantastic amounts. To further temper the 
excitement about effective treatments we must remember that all of these treatments have mild to severe 
side effects and none of the studies were for more than five years (Arnason, 1999; Tselis and Lisak, 1999). 
Early detection and treatment shows promise, but the advantage of immunomodulatoty therapy for 
individuals with a single demyelinating event has not been determined (Cohen, et al, 1999). Furthermore, 
quality of life degradation caused by the cost and inconvenience of treatment might offset the advantages 
of early treatment. 
Since the early 1980's the use of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) has resulted in 
revolutionary increases in, our understanding of MS snd our ability to diagnose and treat it. In MS practice 
MRI is used to confitm diagnosis, study progression, monitor tteaunent efficacy in clinical trials, and 
guide treaunent decisions on an individual level. There are several reviews on the use and impact of MRI 
on MS (Miller, et aL, 1998; Khoury and Weiner, 1998; Cerreta, 1998; Ormerod et al. , 1987; Husted, 1994; 
Kent et aL, 1994a; Kent et aL, 1994b). The consensus is that MRI is an invaluable tool in the medical 
battle against MS that has contributed greatly to our understanding of the disease and serves as a powerful 
confirmatory diagnostic tool, but it is limited by the lack of correlation between many MRI tesults and 
clinical manifestation. Convenfional (Le. , Tt or Ts weighted) MRI is sensitive to various histopathological 
characteristics of MS lesions, including demyelination, axonal destruction, gfiosis, edema, inflammation, 
hypocellularity, and necrosis but is, for the most part, unable to distinguish between them. Techniques 
such as Fluid attenuated inversion-recovery (FLAIR), Magnetization Transfer Imaging (MTI), 
Gadolinium-diethelynetriaminepentaacetic acid (Gd-DTPA) enhancement, and spectroscopy have 
increased or shown promise of increasing the efficacy of MS diagnosis, monitoring, and study. 
Correlation of MRI with Histopathology 
The first correlation of MS plaques with MRI abnormalities was in the early 1980's (Young et aL, 
1981; Young et aL, 1983; Stewart et al. , 1984). Since then the correlations between signal intensity and 
histopathology have been more fully explored. The references cited on pathological correlates are hardly 
exhaustive or seminal and are intended as examples of the conclusions presented. For more references see 
the reviews cited above (Miller, et aL, 1998; Khouty and Weiner, 1998; Ormerod et al. , 1987; Husted, 
1994). Bright spots on Proton-density or Ts weighted images correlate to MS lesions in general and more 
specifically to edema or inflammation (Britck et al. , 1997; Gass et al. , 1998). Hypointeasity in T, weighted 
images correlates to inflammation, demyelination, gliosis, and sxonal loss (Khoury and Weiner, 1998; 
Brttck et aL, 1997; van Walderveen et aL, 1998). Gd-DTPA enhanced Tt weighted images show 
hyperintensity in regions where there is BBB compromise (Bruck et aL, 1997; Nesbit et al. , 1991). 
Diagnosis 
The diagnosis of MS cau be complicated due to the heterogeneity of presentation. A set of criteria 
proposed by Schumacher (Scbumacher et al. , 1965) is commonly accepted as being necessary for MS 
diagnosis (Miller, 1998)t 
1) Age at onset between 10 and 50 years 
2) Objective neurological sigas present on examination 
3) Neurological symptoms and signs indicative of CNS white matter disease 
4) Dissemination in time: two or more attacks (of at least 24 hours) separated by at least I month 
5) Dissemination in space: two or more noncontiguous anatomical areas involved 
6) No alternative clinical explanation. 
The advent of paraclinical tools such as MRI, CSF testing, aud evoked responses testing provide valuable 
diagnostic support (Bmtel et aL, 1983; Miller, 1998; Poser et aL, 1983; Rosenblum and Saffir, 1998; 
Leman et al. , 1998) and have led to a modification of the diagnostic criteria to accommodate paradinical 
evidence (Poser et aL, 1983). MRI is one of the major paraclinical tools in the diagnosis, monitoring, and 
study of MS. 
MRI has not had as profound an impact on the overall rate of diagnosis of MS as might have been 
expected. Poser et al found that only 3/69 MS diagnoses would have been missed without MRI between 
1986 and 1990 in South Lower Saxony, Germany (Poser et al. , 1991). This is most probably because the 
vast majority of MRI detected MS lesions are clinically silent (Arnason, 1999) and the correlation between 
disease burden and clinical symptoms is weak (Miller, et aL, 1998; Tselis and Lissk, 1999). So, by the 
time a patient is being evaluated for MS the clinical evidence is already strong for diagnosis. MRI is an 
important adjunctive tool for MS diagnosis, but it must be emphasized that MS diagnosis remains a 
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clinical chore-the paraclinical tests are not yet sensitive or specific enough to supplant the clinical 
evaluation and diagnosis (Miller, 1998; Poser et al. , 1983; Rosenblum and Saffir, 1998). 
MRI is neither sensitive nor specific enough to function as a "stand-alone" diagnostic evaluation 
that can provide enough evidence for a diagnosis without any other information. Some studies report 
diagnostic sensitivity as high as 88% with a false-positive rate of about 6% (Kent and Larson, 1988). 
However, others have quesfioned their results, saying that a more reasonable figure is that for a diagnosis 
of probable or definite MS the sensitivity is 58% with a false-positive rate of 9% (Mushlin, et al. , 1993). In 
Kent et al's review they report specificity ranges in the literature fiom 0. 75 to 1. 0 snd sensitivities from 
70% to 90% (Kent et aL, 1994). Diagnostic accuracy is increased when lesion position and size are 
considertnl (Offenbacher et aL, 1993; Namer et al. , 1993). Quantitative measunments of NAWM and gray 
matter Tt are not diagnostically useful because of the wide variation in values. Quanutafive NAWM Ts 
measurements show a slight elevation over the non-MS population (94 ms vs. 89 ms) and so might probe 
to be useful but this has not yet found clinical application (Rinck et al. , 1987). Fluid Attenuated Inversion 
Recovery (FLAIR) enables much more sensitive detection of lesions in the spinal chord snd brain stem (de 
Coene et al. , 1992; Thomas et aL, 1993). In elderly patients diagnosis is further complicated by the 
appearance of "incidental" MRI abnormalities (for example, Fazekas et aL, 1993). 
The uutin difficuity with MS diagnosis by standard MRI is that the clinical relevance of lesion 
load is unclear. So, even with FLAIR's improved detection of certain types of lesions, the abiTity to 
diagnose is not necessarily improvetL As a side note, the added certainty snd quicker diagnosis made 
possible by MRI can have a positive effect on patient outlook, though not necessarily (Mushlin et al. , 
1994). 
Monitoring and Studying MS with MR 
Once diagnosis has been made MR techniques are used to track disease progression in patients 
and as treatment trial outcomes. This longitudinal study of disease progression also provides valuable 
iasight into the disease's function and nature. The advent of viable treatment optioas has increased the 
necessity of effective monitoring techniques so that changes in disease progression can be identified and 
addressed as quickly as possible (Bourdette et al. , 1999). Clinical and paraclinical evaluations are used to 
make treatment decisioas for individual patients and as outcomes in treatment trials. The use of MR 
techniques for monitoring disease evolution and as treatment trial outcomes have been amply reviewed 
(Rovaris snd FiTippi, 1999; Miller, et aL, 1998; Khoury and Weiner, 1998; Husted, 1994). Clinical rating 
scales are tests and questions that help to codify the degree of neurological dysfunction snd disease 
progression. There are several scales available for MS evaluation, but the most common is the Expanded 
Disability Status Scale (EDSS). No one scale is adequate for all needs and all are susceptible to 
interobserver and intraobserver variability. Imaging measures that are objective, reliable, sensitive, 
responsive, and valid are needed to make evaluation more effective. MRI shows promise as a surrogate 
measure of disease progression or treatment e%cacy but, due to the low correlation of MRI measures with 
clinical disease progression, has not yet been demonstrated to be completely effective (Wingerchuck et al. , 
1997; Noseworthy, 1994; Erickson and Noseworthy, 1997; Miller et al. , 1996). MRI can be used as the 
primary outcome measure in a preliminary clinical trial or as an entry condition for a long-tenn trial, but 
the primary outcomes in long-term studies must be clinical (Miller et al. , 1996). If, however, MRI aBows 
more rapid evaluation of prospective therapies then its clinical effect may be greatly enhanced (Kent et al. , 
1994; Paty and Li, 1993). 
One of the most common MR surrogate markers of disease progress is Ts lesion load, or the 
percentage volume of the CNS that contains sclerotic tissue as measured by a Ti weighted scan (for 
example, Filippi et al. , 1995). Rovatis and FiTippi report that published values for correlation coefgcients 
between Ts lesion load and clinical disability range &om 0. 2 to 0. 5 (Rovaris and Filippi, 1999). Partial 
volume effects limit the accuracy of lesion load measurements, as do repositioning etrors (Firbank et aL, 
1999). However, decreasing the slice thickness to combat partial volume errors does not significantly 
increase the correlation with disabiTity (Rovaris et al. , 1998). Furthermore, measures of disease burden are 
dependent oa human interpretation, which introduces interobserver and intraobserver variability, although 
proper pulse sequence selection can reduce this error (Filippi et al. , 1995; Filippi et aL, 1998). 
Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy 
Magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) involves creating NMR spectra of the body, usually of a 
single volume, i. e. , the whole head. The imaging counterpart, magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging 
(MRSI) adds spatial localization. Potentially MRSI is the most informadon rich imaging modality since it 
provides spauai distributions of various chemicals including metabolites. MRS and MRSI can detect freely 
mobile molecules such as choline (Ch), creatine and phosphocreatine (Cr), N-acetylaspartate (NAA), 
lactate (La), mobile lipids, glutamate, and glucose among others. NAA is found exclusively in neurons and 
neuronal processes in the normal mature brain and is thus an indicator of axonal integrity. By measuring 
NAA and Cr levels, MRS and MRSI studies are able to indicate degree of axonal damage in MS plaques 
and in the normal appearing white matter (NAWM; Rooney et aL, 1997; Fu et al. , 1998; Arnold, 1999) 
and can potentially differentiate between MS phase (acute versus chronic) and dinical form (benign versus 
secondary-progressive) (Falini et aL, 1998). 
Despite its potential, MRSI has been slow to spread into clinical application for various reasons 
(Allen and Thompson, 1999; Maudsley, 1999; Arnold, 1999). It is a relagvely sophisgcated technique and 
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can be time consuming. The chemicals that are being detected are in very low concentrations, so the signal 
is inherently weak. This compromises spatial resolution, with the typical voxel volume on the order of 1 
cm and a typical procedure only registering 8 to 16 voxels. The large voxel size introduces partial volume 
effects and signal contamination fiom subcutaneous lipids and water, with lipid and water suppression 
techniques further reducing spatial or spectral information. To increase SNR and therefore sensitivity 
requires higher magnetic field suengths (i. e. , greater than 1. 5 T), which are not typically available for 
broad clinical use and are very expensive. Natural variations in metabolite concentration with age, gender, 
lifestyle, etc. , ambiguity caused by magnetic field inhomogeneity or gradient eddy currents, and 
overlapping metabolite resonances all combine to make interpretation difficult and reduce the specificity. 
Diffusion Weighted 1magt'ng 
Difibsion weighted imaging (DWI) measures the rate, distance, and relative direction of water 
molecule diflhsion by analyzing phase changes in MRI images (Le Bihan, 1991) and appears to oflbr 
sigaificant clinical and research value (Filippi, 2000; Rovaris and Filippi, 2000; Lev, 2000). Diffusion 
techniques are sensifitve to edema, expanded extracellular space, and axoaal loss (Cbristiansen et al. , 1993; 
Droogan et al. , 1999; Wilson et al. , 2001) and can detect focal abnormalities in the NAWM that precede 
lesion appearance and potentially distinguish between diiferent types of lesions (Bammer et aL, 2000; 
Rocca et aL, 2000; Castriota Scanderbeg et aL, 2000) and between different clinical subtypes (Nusbaum et 
al. , 2000). Quantitative diffusion measurements can correlate with clinical presentation, i. e. , disease 
duration and disability, aud cerebral atrophy (Wilson et aL, 2001). Within an MS lesion increased 
difihsivity seems to correlate to axonal destmction and demyelination. However, in the NAWM, 
correlations between diffusivity a pathological substrate are speculative as of yet (Cercignani et aL, 2000). 
jdagnenzation Transfer 1maging 
Magnetization transfer imaging (MTI) measures the degree of magnefic exchange between 
mobile solvent protons and immobile macromolecules (Wolff and Balaban, 1989; McGowan, 1999). First 
the equilibrium magnetizatioa of the sample, M„ is measured. Then the equilibrium magnetization of the 
macromolecular proton spina is selectively reduced to zero by an off-resonance RF pulse and the saturated 
equiTibrium magnetization, ivL, is measured. Some of the magnetization Rom the solvent protons will 
transfer to the saturated macromolecular protons, thus reducing the measumd magnetization of the solvent, 
i. e. , M, & M, . The magnitude of this ratio M~ is the basis for MT contrast for qualitative and 
quantitative measurements. It depends on the density of macromolecules in the imaging volume aud thus 
is a measure of tissue integrity. In the quantitative measurement the magnetization transfer rafio (MTR) is 
given as: 
MTR= 1 — ' 100% (42) 
In addition to the MTR there are several other MT parameters available for study (Hain et aL, 1998). MT 
is becoming a major dinical tool in MS study (Rovaris and Filipph 2000; Filippi, 2000; Grossman, 1999) 
with applications in studying disease evolution (Filippi, 1999), clinical and neuropsychological disease 
progression (van Buchem et al. , 1999), and clinical trial monitoring (Richert and Frank, 1999). The MTR 
histogram maybe a better measure of lesion load (LL) than Ts weighted imaging techmques (van Buchem, 
1996; Phillips et aL, 1998) because it can measure diffuse changes in NAWM (Rocca et al. , 1999) snd 
changes in MS lesions (Bagley et aL, 1999) and thus provide a more complete picture of the global disease 
burden. 'H-MRSI used with MT seems to be sensitive to structural changes caused by myelin loss snd the 
degradation products of active demyelinatioa and thus, when used together, can detect active 
demyelination (Hieble et aL, 1994). MTR is correlated to demyebnafion and axonal loss but edema and 
infiammation can affest the value (Brochet and Dousset, 1999). 
implications «f MS Histopathology for QDI 
Below I will summarize some of the implications of the histopathology for quadrupole dip 
lnlaglng. 
Deutyelirutrioa: Demyelination implies a decrease in immobilized protein concentration, release of 
degradation products, and matrix destruction. Matrix destruction changes the compartmentalization, thus 
affecting hydrogen diffusion anisotropy and magnefic transfer, which might afiect dip amplitude. 
Protein and Lipid degradcriou products: Immediately following demyelination protein and lipid 
degradafion products are present in the CNS. These protein products probably are not rotationally 
immobilized and will therefore not be detected by QDI. However, these degradation products could 
increase the macroscopic viscosity of the interstitial fluid, which could affect QDI magnitude. 
Chemical Environment: Afier demyelination the chemical environment of the neurons changes to faciTitate 
demyelinated conduction, i. e. , sodium channels are modified. The altered chemical eavironment might 
affect QDI magnitude, although the effect is probably small. 
Inflammation: Invasion by phagocytic inflammatory ceBs concomitant to breakdown of the BBB and 
demyelinatioa could increase the physical density of the fissue, Le. , there are more cells, therefore it is 
denser. However, the accompanying edema will tend to offset this effect. The proteins within the 
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phagocytic cell membranes and cytosol wiII be relatively immobilized, so inflammation could potentially 
increase QDI dip magnitude. 
Edema: Edema, or an increase in the amount of intersfitial fiuid, decreases the density in the region of the 
lesion. It therefore decreases protein concentration (maintaining protein mass but increasing volume 
decreases density). It should not, however, increase rotatioual mobility of proteins that are still firmly 
embedded in tissues. The edema of MS is vasogenic and therefore rich in protein serum (Brtick, et aL, 
1997; Naruse, et al. , 1986), which might provide a competing relaxation pathway to the quadrupole dip 
relaxation pathway and skew the QDI magnitude. 
Gliosis: Gliosis, the multiplication of glial processes, increases physical density and increases 
concentration of glial fibrillary acid protein (GFAP). It also restores a semblauce of a matrix, but it is not 
as structured or compartmentalized as the myelin matrix. 
Hypo-ce/luturity and necrosis: Liquification of tissue associated with necrosis should conespond to no 
QDI signaL Hypo-cellularity should have a small signal &om the proliferation of astrocytic processes. 
Atonal Destruction: Since axons contain significant amounts of protein, axonal destruction implies 
significant decrease in protein concentration, decreased compartmentalization, snd increased diffusiou 
anisotropy. A counter balancing process preceding complete axonal destmction is the prolifi:ration of 
axonal ovoids and the concurrent accumulation of amyloid precursor protein (APP) in the ovoids. Ovoids 
are found in the following densities: 1/mm for NAWM, 11, 000/mm' in active lesions, &3000/mm at 
periphety of chronic active lesions, and 875/mm' in the hypocellular core of chronic active lesions (Trapp, 
et al. , 1999). 
Retuye/inotiom In some cases the CNS spontaneously remyelinates simultaneously with and/or afier 
demyelinatioa. Remyelination implies an increase in protein concentration and a partial restoration of the 
In summary, there are several processes that can happen in sequence or simultaneously that might afibct 
QDI ma~itude: 
I) Decrease in immobilized protein mass due to demyelination and axonal destruction 
2) Increase in immobilized protein mass due to remyelination, inilamuuuion, and gliosis 
3) Decrease in physical density due to edema, demyelination, axonal destruction, and necrosis 
4) Increase in physical density due to gliosis and infiammstion 
5) Decrease in compartmentalization due to demyelination, axonal destruction, and hypo-cellularity 
6) Increase in compartmentalization due to remyelination 
As described in Chapter VB, the protein concentration of normal white matter is approximately 
20-27% by weight. Complete demyelination in the white matter with no gliosis, remyeliuation, axonal 
destruction or other protein concentration changing processes changes the protein concentration by 28%. 
So, demyelination by itself can reduce the protein concentration only to 14-19%, which is much higher 
than a reported value of 7. 5% for an MS plaque (Rinck et al. , 1988). 'Ihus, demyelination is not 
necessatfiy the dominaat process and the relative magnitude and significauce of these of these processes in 
a QDI based image will be the subject of future research. 
QDI is potentially sensitive to the concentrations of myelin, axonal, and glial proteins that are 
still firmly a part of their respective structures. Therefore: 
1) Early lesions with some demyelination will be slightly hypointense. 
2) Edema (which is vasogenic in MS) will cause a slight reduction in sigaal intensity. 
3) Demyelinated lesions with little gliosis will be hypointense (but not so hypointense as 
hypooellular lesions). 
4) Demyelinatioa and gliosis might counteract each other, yielding an isointense lesion. 
5) Progressive gliosis will appear as hyperintensity. 
6) Gliosis might be counteracted by axoual destruction, aydn yielding an isointense lesion. 
However, I imagine this to be unlikely as gliosis prooseds much quicker than sxonal destruction. 
7) Hypocellularity without gliosis wiB be severely hypointense. 
Couciusi~DI uud Multiple Sciamsis 
Despite its many advantages, there are limitations on the utility and practicality of MRI for MS 
applications. These include MRI's inability to posifively distinguish MS from other demyelinating 
diseases, its inability to directly distinguish between histopathological features, and its expense. More 
recently developed tecimiques like MRS, MTI, and DWI offer complementary information about the 
bistopathological substtates of the disease and increased clinical relevance over coaventional techniques. 
QDI presents itself as pethaps a source of additioual, valuable information. So, the question becomes, 
"What can QDI provide for the study and treatment of MS that is not available from current techniquesT' 
We must ask this question in the context of diagnosis, study, and treatment monitoring and consider 
constraints of sensitivity, specificity, reprodtmibility, cost effectiveness, saiety, applicabiTity in an 
outpatient setting, and ability to function without baseline readings (Leman, 1998). 
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If QDI implemented with PMRI is able to detect changes in protein concentration then it should 
be able to detect demyelination, axonal destruction, gliosis, and remyelination. If it is sensitive to these 
features then it can detect MS lesions and perhaps precisely characterize lesions by differentiating 
demyelination, axonal destruction, and gliosis from edema. In loagitudinal serial studies it might also be 
able to distinguish between demyelination, axonal destrucfion, and gliosis. The cost reduction of' PMRI vs. 
MRI could have economic and social impact by decreasing health management costs and increasing 
availability of diagnostic procedures. 
MTI and DWI already provide measures of tissue integrity that correlate with demyelination and 
axonal destruction. It is improbably that QDI will be able to distinguish demyelination fiom axonal 
destruction with a single scan, nor is it likely that QDI, with its limited dynamic range, will be more 
sensitive to lesion presence than conventioaal MRI. With the current clinical acquisition focus on higher 
field machines, it is unlikely that dedicated QDI scanners will find broad distribution. What QDI 
potentially provides that is not available currently is specificity to protein distribution. MT and DWI both 
register exchange between any immobilized macromolecules. It is conceivable that a longitudinal study of 
protein distribufion could indicate developmentally significant aspects of the disease. Serial QDI studies 
could show the protpession of protein concentration changes, independent of other disease manifestations. 
Also, a QDI histogram analysis, similar to MTR histogram analysis, could potentially provide an 
insightful measure of disease burden. 
So, the most hkely initial advantage for QDI implemented with PMRI is as a research tool to 
study disease development and progression. There might also be clinical value in a QDI measure of 
disease burden, ke. , total immobilized protein concentration of the brain, for prognosis evaluation and 
treatment efficacy. The relatively low cost of PMRI would make it feasible for ~ institutions to 
purchase dedicated machines or modify existing ones. Perhaps the strongest argument for the developmeat 
of QDI for MS study is the fact that, as noted before, neither the etiology nor the complete 
histopathological development of MS is kaown. 'Iherefore, it is unwise to ignore aew techniques that 
might provide information, even if a precise advantage cannot be identified in the new technique. 
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CHAPTER IX 
INITIAL DEMONSTRATION OF PMRI RELAXOMETRY 
Quadrupole Dip Imaging and Prepolarized MRI are both relatively novel and uaexplored 
techniques. To bring them "to the hospital" we must demonstrate that the hardware tecbruques function as 
expected and characterize the sensitivity and specificity of its measurements using in vilra models. Then 
we must demonstrate potential clinical relevance using animal models and finally proceed to human 
testing and evaluation. In this chapter I will report on initial experiments which I have conducted at the 
Magnetic Resonance Systems Laboratory (MRSL) that demonstrate, at least initially, that PMM can be 
used for FC relaxometry. I performed experiments to measure: 
1. Linearity of magnetization increase with prepolarized pulse magnitude increase 
2. Shape of magnetization decay afier prepolarizing pulse 
3. Tr of CuSOs (aq) at 0. 06 T by MRI 
4. Tr of CuSOs (aq) at 0. 16 T by PMRI 
5. T, of 9% BSA/gluteraldehyde gel at 0. 06 T by MRI 
6. Tt of 9% BSA/gluteraldehyde gel at 0. 16 T by PMRI 
The objective of the first two experiments was to verify the mathematical models and 
assumptions that have been made about PMRI functionality. The last four experiments were to 
demonstrate that PMRI can in fact perform Tt measurements at diferent field streagths. Pending the 
success of theses experiments, future work will focus on developing robust quantitative Tt measurement 
protocols with PMRI and the detection of quadrupole dips with PMRI. 
Appnrntus 
PMU Scanner 
The homemade prototype PMRI scanner at the MRSL consists of a whole-body MRI magnet, 
electromagnet, console, pulsed electromagnet controBer, and RF transmit/receiver coil. 1he whole-body 
MRI magnet is 0. 06 T, 60 cm bore magnet donated by IGC/Field Eifects. The electromagnet was 
constructed by winding ¹8 insulated copper wire on a PVC former and is designed for optimal power 
dissipation. The fiee bore of the electromagnet is 5 cm, resistance R = 0. 6 II, inductance L = 28 mH, mass 
m = 27 kg. When the field strength is 0. 25 T tbe magnet dissipates 1. 1 kW with an uncooled heating rate 
of about 6'C/min. At 23 A the magaetic Seld strength is 0. 125 T (Morgan et aL, October 1999). The Seld 
strength of the electromagnet increases linearly according to the relation: B ff] = 0. 0106 V [V] — 0. 0165 
(Hyokwon Nam, personal communication). 'Ihe electromagnet is voltage controlled by a voltage source 
with 0-200 V rated control in steps of I V. However, I found it impossible to set the voltage source to 
voltages fmm 0-5 V. The electromagnet is controlled by a homemade switching circuit (Nam, Nandi, 
Morgan, 2000). The electromagaet ramps up with a time constant of ~ ms and is queached in 11 ms 
(Nam et al. , 2000). I used two transmit and receive RF coils: a solenoid and a saddle coil. The solenoid 
coil had seven turns and was made with 16 gauge copper wite. The axial length was 2. 2 cm, diameter was 
1. 5 cm. The coil was tuaed to a standing wave ratio (SWR) between 1. 002 and 1. 400. I chose the solenoid 
coil because of its relative ease of construction, high SNR and its abtlity to be in very close proximity to 
the sample. 'Ihe coil held a glass sample vial (1. 5 mm x 3. 5mm) snugly. The saddle coil was made with 26 
gauge copper wire ~ thuteen times around each loop of the saddle coil, which was built around a 
PVC former. The coil was 15 cm long and had a diameter of 2. 5 cm. It was tuned to a SWR of 2. 0. 'Ihe 
saddle coil was shielded by inserting it into a PVC former aud placing strips of copper axially along the 
outer former. The strip architecture was chosen to reduce eddy current effects. The mparadon between the 
coil and the shield was I cnx PVC was chosen as the former due to its low cost. It was calculated that any 
attenuation &om the PVC were negligible in the &equency range of interest (as were the PVC quadrupole 
dips). AB scans were controlled by a Sisco Systems console. 
I used Copper Sulfate doped tap water, CuSOs (aq), and Bovine Serum Albumin/gluteraldebyde 
gel as tissue phantoms. 
CuSOs 
Copper Sulfate, CuSOw is commonly used as a dopant to decrease the Tt relaxation time of 
protons in the water. Since its Tt dispersioa is well understood and documented (Bernheim, 1959; Morgan 
and Nolle, 1957; Morgan and Nolle, 1959; Bloembergen, 1957), I used it as a control phantom to verify 
the reliability of the Tt measurements made with tbe MRSL PMRI scanner. CuSO4 has a molecular weight 
of 159. 61 g/mole and in aqueous solution dissociates to yield Cu + ions aud SOs anions at a ratio of I:I: I
(CuSOts Cu +: SOs ). Tt is related to temperature exponengally (Bernheim et al, 1959) and 1/Tt is 
proportional to the cation concentratioa of the solution (Bernheim et al, 1959; Solomon, 1955; 
Zimmerman, 1954; Morgan and Nolle, 1959; Laukien and Schlitter, 1956). A 10 mM CuSO4 (aq) solution 
has a susceptibility of -9. 6 ppm (Mihalopoulou et al, 1998; Schenck, 1996). 'Ihe field dependence of the 
Cu is based predominately on the dipole interaction and tbe tumbling time of an equated panumgnetic 
ion. The graph of log NTt versus log frequency (where N is the molar concentralion) is a sigmoid with an 
inflection point near 12. 5 MHz (Morgan aud Nolle, 1959; Kraft et al, 1987; Koenig and Brown, 1984; 
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Laukien and Schlfiter, 1956; Hsusser and Noack, 1964). I used 2 mM CuSO4 (aq). By applying the above 
mentioned relationships to T, values in the literature reported for various field strengths, concentrations, 
etc. , I estimate that the Tt of my sample should be in the range of 240 — 310 ms at 0. 06 T and 290 — 360 
ms at 0. 16 T (Bernheim et al, 1959; Morgan and Nolle, 1959; Heudrick et al. , 1985; Kraft et al. , 1987). 
MA/Giurerakkhyde 
Albumin is the most abundant type of protein in tbe mammalian circulatory system and 
contributes 80% to colloid osmotic blood pressure and sonns to be responsible for maintaining blood pH 
(Friedli, 1996; Carter and Ho, 1994; Figge et al. , 1991). Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA), i. e. , albumin &om 
cow blood, is relatively easy to obtain and prepare, widely available, low cost, and well studied (for 
example, Cobn et al, 1946; Cobn et al, 1947). It is a globular protein with a molecular weight of 66/96 
g/mole, including 582 amino acid residues, 776 Nitrogen atoms, snd approximately 4600 protons 
(Dayhoff, 1976). One of BSA's interesting properties is its sbiTity to form gals either thermafiy or 
chemically (for example, Lefebvre et al, 1998; Habeeb and Hiramoto, 1968). 'Ihe chemical cross linking 
occurs when both aldebydes iu the gluteraldehyde molecule link to amines in different BSA molecules 
creating a scaffold of gluteraldehyde "bridges" that holds the BSA molecules together. BSA contains 59 
lysine amino acids, each of which has one amine in its side chain. This chemical cross-linking 
phenomencu has been exploited as a surgical glue (CryoLife, 2001; Herget et al, 2001). Chemically cross- 
linked gels are also used extensively as tissue models for MRI dispersion studies since dispersion profiles 
of many tissues are indistinguishable from gel dispersion profiles (Koenig and Brown, 1991; Koenig and 
Brown, 1993; Zhou snd Bryant, 1994; Bryant et aL, 1991). Another possible gel option is agarose gel 
doped with CuSOw which is an extremely low-cost, stable tissue model with Tt and Ts quasi- 
independently controllable (Mitchell et al, 1986). However, Mendelson et al showed that spin relaxation 
coupling, i. e. , magnetization transfiu, in proteinated tissue is more dosely modeled by a BSA gel than an 
agarose gel (Meudelson et al, 1991). 
I used a 9% weight BSA/gluteraldehyde gel with BSA/glutetaldehyde molar ratio of 100. The 
gel was prepared by adding powdered BSA (96% pure, Sigma Chemicals) to distfiled water in an ice bath, 
stining for two minutes, then adding 25% gluteraldehyde (aq; Fisher Scienti6c), centrifuging the soludcu 
for two minutes, and then allowing it to come to room temperature over several bours. From reported 
values I estimate that the Tt of this gel at 0. 06 T should be between 370 snd 400 ms; at 0. 16 T the T, 
should be between 500 and 560 ms (Koenig and Brown, 1993; Zhou sad Bryant, 1994). 
Procedure 
I used tbe saddle-coil for tbe Tl measurement of CuSOs at 0. 06 T. For all other measurenmnts I 










Figure 3: Two-pulse PMRI Sequence snd Magaetization. Acq is the acquisition 
timing, M, is tbe z-maguetization, B is the prepolsrizing field strength, B, is the 
readout field strength, Ms snd M, are the equilibrium magnetizatious conesponding 
to Bs and B„respectively. The 180' pulse inverts the magnetization to -M„which 
then grows toward Ms with ume constant Tu. When the prepolarizing pulse is 
turned off the magnetization decays toward M, with ume constaat Tu until the 90' 
pulse moves the magnetization vector into dm transverse plane to be read out. 
tbe RF coil was also at the isocenter of tbe whole body magnet. I calibrated the 9(P RF pulse by applying 
pulses of various durations and selecting the pulse that gave the maximum signal amplitude, which was 
225 ps for both coils. I assumed that the 180' pulse was twice as long, 450 ps. I collected FIDs using a 
preprogrammed two-pulse sequence on tbe Sisco console as shown in Figure 3: Two-pulse PMRI 
Sequence and Magnetization. The pulse sequence was a magnetization recovery experiment with 
parameters d1-180'-d2-90' or dl-90'-d2-90', where dl and d2 are delays in seconds. The electromagnet 
triggered off the first pulse and was on for time, Tw which was set by a potentiometer calibrated to time. 
The first delay, dl, was set to 2. 0 seconds for afi measuremeats. By varying d2 and Ts I mapped out 
magnetization recovery or decay. To compensate for auy miscallibration in the potentiometer snd ringing 
effects I iteratively minirmzed d2 for each measurement. The acquisition spectral width was 3 kHz. There 
was no averaging of signals. After measuring the FIDs I unnsferred the data files to a PC and performed 
signal processing using MatLab (Tbe MathWorks, Inc. , Version 6. 0). For the Fourier transform of each 
FID I calculated the linewidth, SNL contrast, CNR, and peak fiequency. I defined the linewidth to be the 
full-width half maximum (FWHM) of the peak in Hz. I calculated the other parameters as described 
eariier. The representative out of bandwidth noise was measured &om a frequency range of thiirty to fifty 
Hz centered approximately 150 Hz away &om the peak frequency. I fit the data to models using a linear 
least-squares fitting routine in MatLab. For tbe Tt measurements I used a three-parameter fit (Kowalewski 
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Figure 4r Afcgnetizotioa versus Source Voltage in Electrontcgast. The vertical axis is normalized 
signal intensity. The horizontal axis is voltage as read Rom the voltage supply. The chutes are 
measured data points; the solid line is a linear least-squares fit. R = 0. 9766. Error bars ate not 
shown because they are smaller than the cirdes. 
signal model, S (P, t, V), in terms of a parameter vector P = (Pa Pa Ps] and with respect to time and 
control voltage, V. For the relaxation measurements the models were: 
S, = M;cos(f)t)e ' ' +M, "(B leos(8z)(l-e + ' ) (43) 
(44) 
I then minimized the square of the difference between the model and the data, S(d2, T~, B ), which is a 




with respect to P. I then plotted S with the resultant values of P along with the measured data points. 
Almost aB data points are presented as a normalized intensity, which I calcuhted for each experiment as 
the measured intensity of a data point divided by the maximum signal intensity in that particular 
experiment. 
The mean line width for aB measurements reported here in which there was a detectable FID was 
26. 5 Hz with standard deviation of 6. 0 Hz. After centering the center fiequency of tbe scanner at the 
beginning of each day of data acquisition, the range of peak fiequencies for ag measurements in which 
there was a detectable FID was 23. 5 Hz with a mean of 4. 5 Hz aud a standard deviation of 3. 3 Hz. 
Linearity of magnetization increase with prepola rived pulse magnitude increase 
To verify that the switching circuitry is functioning as expected I measured the sigaal magnitude 
as a function of control voltage using the d1-90'-d2-9IF sequence with d1=2. 0 s, d2 = 2. 1 s, and Ts = 2. 0 s. 
Tbe results are shown below in Figure 4: Magnetization versus Source Voltage in Electromagnet. 'Ihe 
equation of tbe Gt line is ISI = 0. 0374V + 0. 2454, R &. 9766. The SNR also increased linearly with field 
strength according to SNR = 4. 195V+ 31. 754, R = 0. 8912. The fiequeucy of the center peak varied over 
a range of 7. 5 Hz. The mean linewidtb was 17. 5 Hz with standard deviation of 0. 5 Hz. 
Shape of Magnetization Decay After Prepolarlzing Pulse 
To characterize the etfect of ringing cu signal decay I measured the signal amplitude for various 
d2 with a Bxed Ts = 1. 0 s and dl = 2. 0 s. The results are shown below in Figure 53 Sitpud Amplitude after 
Prepolarizing Pulse. For d2 = 1. 04 s there was no detectable FlD. The center fiequency of the signal peak 
for each of these measurements varied over a range of 11. 5 Hz with a standard deviation of 2. 4 Hz. The 
mean FWHM line width was 25. 7 Hz with standard deviation of 3. 8 Hz. I applied a linear least-squares fit 
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Figure 5: Signal Amplitude atter Prepolarizing Pulse. Vertical scale is normalized intensity; 
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Figure 6: Inversion Recovery of CuSO4 at (16 T and 0. 16 T. Vertical scale is normalized signal 
intensity. Horizontal scale is d2 [s]. The diamonds are the 0. 16 T data points snd the circles are the 
0. 06 T data points. The solid and dotted lines are three parameter Sts with Pt = -0. 121, Ps = 0. 336, 
and Ps = 0. 798 for 0. 06 T and Pt = -0. 062, Ps = 1. 11, and Ps = 0. 946 for 0. 16 T. 
25 
Tz of CuSO4 (ru/) and BSA/glureraldehyds gsl ar 0. 06 T and 0. /6 T 
I measured the Tt of a 2 mM CuSO4 (aq) solution and a 9% weight BSA/gluteraldehyde gel at 
0. 06 T and 0. 16 T by Inversion Recovery, dl-180'-d2-90'. I varied Ts and ~ the value of d2 for a 
given Ts. For each Ts I made the prepolarized measurement (at 0. 16 T) snd then disconnected the pulsing 
circuitry and repeated the measurement in the 0. 06 T BelcL The riming parameters were unchanged for 
each pair of measurements. The results are shown in Figure 6: Inversion Recovery of CuSO4 at 046 T and 
0. 16 T and Figure 7: Inversion Recovery of BSA at 0. 6 T and 0. 16 T. I Bt the data to the equation, 
S„= P e ' " + Pz (] — e ' ' ] . The resuldng parametss s for CuSO4 were Pt = 4 121, Pz = 0 336, snd 
Pz = (L798 for 0. 06 T and Pz = -0. 062, Pz = 1. 11, and Pz = 0. 946 for 0. 16 T. The resulting paramenus for 
BSA were Pt (10651 Pz = 0. 8741 and Pz = 0 3751 for 0. 16 T and Pt = 0. 1921, Pz = (16821 snd Pz = 
0. 3080 for the 0. 06 T data. 
In all of the experiments the peak frequency was stable and the line width was reasonably narrow. 
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Figure 7: Inversioa Recovery of BSA at 0. 06 T and 0. 16 T. The circles correspond to 0. 16 T 
data points; the diamonds are for 0. 06 T. Vertical axis is normalized signal amplitude; 
horizontal axis is d2 [9]. The parameters of the solid St lines are 0. 0651, 0. 8741, and 0. 3751 for 
the 0. 16 T data aud 0. 1921, 0. 6821, and 0. 3080 for the 0. 06 T data. 
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with standard deviation of 6. 0 Hz. This corresponds to a line width of =11 ppm, which is too broad for 
techniques such as fat presaturatioa. However, it is sufficiently narrow to resolve the quadrupole dip 
effectively. After centering the center &equency of the scanner at the beginning of each day of data 
acquisition, the range of peak frequencies for all measurements in which there was a detectable plD was 
23. 5 Hz with a mean of 4. 5 Hz and a standard deviation of 3. 3 Hz. There is therefore no concern about 
frequency offset errors in QDI using PMRI since I estimated that a &equency centering error of less than 
70 kHz would not cause significant error in the QD amplitude measurennmt. 
'Ihe linearity of tbe signal increase and the SNR with respect to control voltage confirms that the 
prepolarizing mechanism functions as expected. The non-zero y-intercept is a consequence of the 
electromagnet being in the magnetic field of the whole-body magnet. The exponential decay of the 
magnetization after a prepolarizing pulse also coufirms the mathematical model. Observe that the 
magnetization should decay with the time constant of the readout field, 0. 06 T. The fit parameter time 
constant was 0, 3146 s, which agrees reasonably weB with published values for CuSO4 at 0. 06 T (240- 
310 ms; Bemheim et al, 1959; Morgan and Nolle, 1959; Hendrick et al. , 1985; Kraft et al. , 1987). 
Because the data points for the Tt measurements seem widely scattered and I did not collect 
enough data points for the three parameter fit routine to work effectively I cannot say anything decisive or 
quandtative about tbe Tt measurement capabiTities of PMRI. The resulting parameter fit produces 
irreconcilable non-physical results snd cannot be considered valid. However, qualitative inspection shows 
the procedure does indeed setnu to be mapping out a Tr recovery curve and that the curves for the difkrmt 
field strengths seem to have different relaxation times. Therefore, we cau conclude that there is potential 
for PMRI as a Tt measuring technique snd therefore as a platform for QDI with the qualification that the 
variance in the measurements be explained and ~. 
There are four immediately apparent sources of error: tip angle nuscalibration, random noise, 
imprecise d2 minimizafion, and insufficient number of data points. These four factors limit the efficacy of 
the fitting routine, which assumes that the magnetization is fiipped to — M, and then grows through ztuo to 
M with tinm constant Tt. Since I used a solenoid coil the RF field magnitude felt by the sample was not 
homogeneous across the entire sample. Therefore it is impossible to perfectly calibrate the tip angles. Each 
voxel relaxes I'rom its initial condition reladvely independently &om the other voxels. Since the tip angle 
is inhomogeneous the initial condition is different from voxel to voxel. The sigaal amplitude, which is 
integral of the signal &om all voxels, therefore never actually goes through zszo amplitude, since there will 
always be some number of voxels which have not relaxed to zero or have already passed through zero on 
tbe way back to equilibrium. Random noise fiutber complicates this fitting procedure since "zero" can 
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never be smaller than the noise level. Also, since the relaxation curve is relatively steep near the zero 
crossing if there sre too few data points it will be impossitble to resolve the zero crossing. RnaBy, I only 
minimized d2 to within 0. 1 s of Ts. However, the magnetization decay experiment showed that the actual 
resolution of the falling edge of the pulse is less than 0. 02 seconds, i. e. , there is no FID for time a given Ts 
and d2 but there is a FID for a d2 that is 0. 02 seconds longer. To quantify the possible magnitude of this 
error, assume that the Tt of the sample is 300 ms and that Ts is 1. 000 s. If I set d2 to 1. 000 s I will not 
detect a FID. If I set d2 to 1. 020 s I wiB detect a FID. However, since I am only minimizing to a resolution 
of 0 1 s I set d2 to 1 I s, which means that the FID will decay for 0 08 s before I measure it. Therefore, the 
sigasl will decay approximately 24% of the difference between M snd M„ If M»M, this means a range 
of error of 24%. If M - M, then the error range is less but is still significant. 
I have demonstrated experimentally that SNR snd signal amplitude are linearly proportional to 
the control voltage of the electromagnet and that ringing in the electr~et circuitry does not seem to be 
a significaut concern for more than 0. 02 s afier the prepolarized pulse is turned oK I have also 
demonstrated qualitatively that PMRI is able to perform Geld-cycled relaxometry. Further experiments are 
warranted to develop a precise, quantitative PMRI pr~ for T, FC measursments. I conclude that it is 





Magnetic Resonance Imaging techniques provide valuable information for the diagnosis, 
monitoring, and study of Multiple Sclerosis. However MRI techniques have sigaificant specificity and 
sensitivity limitations. There is a need to develop low-cost methods of providing more specific 
information on this and other diseases. Quadrupole Dip Imaging implemented with PMM shows promise 
as such a modality. 
In tbe frequency range of 2. 5 to 3. 5 MHz the relaxation rate of a protein system due to non- 
quadrupole relaxation can be predicted with a one-parameter model. 'Ihe largest "N-'H quachupole dip is 
also in this frequency range. Its magnitude can be determined by measuring dm relaxation rate at the 
quadrupole dip frequency and subtracting it from the uon-quadrupole relaxation rate, which is extrapolated 
kom the one-parameter model. The dip magaitude measured in this way has been shown to be 
proportional to rotationally immobilized protein concenuation by weight. It is possible to create protein- 
density maps using this technique, which is called Quadrupole Dip Imaging. Prepolarized MRI is a low- 
cost MR technique that could conceivably be used to perform the field-cycled measurements required for 
QDI. However, its abilities have been characterized only initially. 
I have conducted a literature review and analysis of tbe feasibility of developing QDI with PMRI 
and the motivation for doing so for application to MS study. I have also conducted initial experiments to 
demonstrate the feasibility of implementing the field-cyding required for QDI with PMRI. 
My analysis indicates that there is a sigaificant need for new MS study and imaging modalities 
and that QDI might potentially provide information that is not presently available aud that is 
complementary to current techniques. This information on the protein distribution will probably be most 
useful for researchers studying MS development and progression. It could conceivably also have value as 
a disease burden monitoring modality, but this is questionable. 
My analysis also indicates that there are non-trivial technical challenges for implementing QDI 
with PMRI. These include overcoming the inherently low signal and dyaamic range of QDI 
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measurements, developing PMRI hardware that can switch geld rapidly enough to provide reliable 
measurements, snd developing Tl mcasmement protocols that are robust to the non-linearities inherent in 
tbe PMRI pulsing. 
My experiments demonstrate, at least qualitatively, that PMRI can be used for geld-cycled 
measurements, although as of yet the results are not reliable. 
The next major step is to develop robust and accurate T, measurtment techniques for PMRL 
Having accomplished that we should verify Jiao and Bryant's result of the linearity of quadrupole dip 
magnitude with protein concentration (Jiao and Bryant, 1996). Pending successful veri6cation we wiB 
need to examine the sensitivity of dip magnitude to density, pH, temperature, and cholesterol content in 
physiological ranges. 
Future work will include in vitro studies of protein gels and animal samples. As observed earlier, 
BSA gels are excellent tissue models for dispersion studies and we will coutinue to use them for this 
research. Relatively quickly in the development of these techniques we will do studies with animal 
models, iu vitro or ia vits7, to determine if the QDI can highlight any useful information. 
It appears feasible and worthwhile to implement quadrupole dip imaging with prepolarized MRI. 
Further research into these techniques is warranted. The Magnetic Resonance Systems Laboratory at 
Texas AdtM University is eqtupped to perform this research. 
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